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Preface
The present thesisWave Overtopping of Marine Structures  Utilization of Wave
Energy is being submitted as one of the requirements set out in the Ministerial
Order No  of March 	
  regarding PhD studies The thesis is being
defended publicly on January 
  at Aalborg University
The PhD study Overtopping of Marine Structures has been supported by the
Danish Wave Energy Programme under the Danish Energy Agency through the
project Optimization of Overtopping Ramps for Utilization of Wave Energy for
Power Production J no 	 and Power Pyramid   fase  J
no 
 and been conanced by the Department of Civil Engineer
ing
 Aalborg University The study has been conducted during the period from
October 	 to December  at Hydraulics   Coastal Engineering Labora
tory
 Aalborg University
 under the supervision of Associate Professor Peter B
Frigaard
As a part of the PhD study the author have benetted from a vemonth
stay from March to July  at Flanders Community
 Flanders Hydraulics in
Antwerp Throughout the stay experimental work was carried out as part of EC
MAST  projectOPTICREST The optimization of crest level design of sloping
coastal structures through prototype monitoring and modeling As part of this
project the author also had the opportunity to work with the project organizers
at Ghent University
 Department of Civil Engineering Special thanks to Marc
Willems at FCFH for making this stay possible and a pleasant one
In addition to the present thesis the research conducted has resulted in a number
of other publications Among these are
  Kofoed J P Model study of overtopping of marine structures for a wide
range of geometric parameters Poster presented at th Int Conf on
Coastal Eng ICCE
 Sidney
 Australia
 July 
  Kofoed J P and Frigaard P Marine structures with heavy overtopping
th Int Conf on Coasts
 Ports and Marine Structures ICOPMAS 

Bandar Abbass
 Iran
 Nov 
  Kofoed J P and Burcharth H F Experimental verication of an empirical
model for time variation of overtopping discharge th European Wave
Energy Conf EWEC 
 Aalborg
 Denmark
 Dec 
  Kofoed
 J P
 Hald
 T and Frigaard
 P Experimental study of a multi
level overtopping wave power device The th Congress of International
Maritime Association of the Mediterranean IMAM 
 paper no 

May 
  Kofoed
 J P and Burcharth
 H F Estimation of overtopping rates on
slopes in wave power devices and other low crested structures The 	th
Int Conf on Coastal Eng ICCE 
 paper no 
 Cardi
 Wales

July 
The author wishes to thank his colleagues and the technical sta in the depart
ment for their support and assistance Also Erik FriisMadsen is thanked for
his continues support and encouragement Last but not least
 he would like to
thank his wife for her patience and support throughout the study
Aalborg
 December 
Jens Peter Kofoed
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Summary
Wave Overtopping of Marine Structures  
Utilization of Wave Energy
During the past 
 years tools for predicting wave overtopping of sea defense
structures have continuously been rened However
 developers of wave energy
converters have raised questions about how to predict the overtopping of struc
tures with layouts signicantly dierent from those of sea defense structures
Optimization of structures utilizing wave overtopping for the production of elec
trical power has been ongoing throughout the last decade
It has been established that the information available in the existing literature
is insucient to describe overtopping of such structures The present thesis
describes investigations conducted against this background
The development of guidelines for calculating overtopping discharges for a wide
variety of slope layouts is presented Both structures with single and multi level
reservoirs are examined All geometries have been subjected to a wide range of
sea states Overtopping slope layouts resulting in substantial energy content in
the overtopping discharges have been pointed out
The inuence of various geometrical parameters
 such as slope shape
 shape of
guiding walls
 draft and crest freeboard
 on the overtopping discharges has been
investigated The eect of using overtopping reservoirs at multiple levels has
also been quantied The emphasis is generally on optimizing the overtopping
with respect to maximizing the potential energy in the overtopping water
Based on the experimental data
 expressions for predicting wave overtopping dis
charges
 and vertical distribution of overtopping above the slope
 are proposed
The overall hydraulic eciency of wave energy converters
 based on the overtop
ping principle
 can be     when a single reservoir is used
 and up to  
  for a structure with reservoirs at  levels
xiii
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Summary in Danish
Blgeoverskyl af marine konstruktioner  
Udnyttelse af blgeenergi
Igennem det sidste halve arhundrede er der blevet arbejdet med udvikling af
metoder til beregning af blgeoverskyl af kystbeskyttelsesbygvrker
 og som
flge heraf er disse metoder kontinuerligt blevet forbedret Indenfor de sene
ste ar har udviklere af blgeenergianlg af overskylstypen nsket at beregne
blgeoverskyl af konstruktioner som adskiller sig vsentlig fra kystbeskyttelses
bygvrker
 samt at optimere disse konstruktioner saledes at energimngden i
blgeoverskyllet maksimeres Det er fundet at den information der foreligger i
litteraturen ikke er tilstrkkelig til at svare pa disse sprgsmal Dette er grund
laget for de undersgelserne der prsenteres i nrvrende rapport
Formalet med det udfrte arbejde har vret
 at tilvejebringe retningslinier for
hvorledes overskylsmngder kan beregnes for en bred vifte af geometriske ud
formninger af overskylsskraninger
 med reservoirer i bade et enkelt og ere
niveauer
 nar disse udsttes for en forskellige stilstande
 samt at udpege ud
formninger
 som resulterer i et stort energiindhold i det overskyllende vand
I studiet er det undersgt hvorledes forskellige geometriske parametre
 sa som
skraningsform
 formen af ledevgge
 dybdegaende og fribordshjde inuerer pa
overskylsraten Eekten af at anvende reservoirer i ere niveauer er ogsa un
dersgt Generelt er vgten i undersgelserne lagt pa at optimere overskyllet
med hensyn til at maksimere den potentielle energi i det overskyllende vand
Baseret pa de eksperimentielle data
 er der opstillet udtryk til beregning af over
skylsraten
 samt den lodrette fordeling af overskyllet over skraningen Det er
fundet
 at en overordnet hydraulisk eektivitet af blgeenergianlg af overskyl
stypen pa     kan opnas
 nar der anvendes et enkelt reservoir En eek
tivitet pa     kan opnas for anlg med reservoirer i  niveauer
xv

CHAPTER  
Introduction
Research into wave overtopping of coastal structures has been the subject of
numerous investigations over the past  years Since then the overtopping
prediction tools for typical sea defense structures have continuously been rened
The term wave overtopping is used here to refer to the process where waves hit
a sloping structure
 run up the slope
 and eventually
 if the crest level of the
slope is lower than the highest runup level
 overtop the structure The wave
overtopping discharge is thus dened as overtopping volume m

 pr time s
and structure width m
The motivation for predicting the overtopping of structures has until now been
linked to the design of structures protecting mankind and objects of value against
the violent force of the surrounding sea Typically
 rubble mound or vertical wall
breakwaters have been used for the protection of harbors
 and dikes and oshore
breakwaters have been used for the protection of beaches and land All these
structures are designed to avoid overtopping or at least reduce it to a minimum

as overtopping can lead either to functional or structural failure of structures
Here functional failure refers to cases where for example large wave overtopping
discharges might damage persons
 ships
 the structure it self or equipment on it

or generate waves behind the structure in case water is present there
 which
again is hazardous to the maneuvering or mooring of ships An example of such
conditions is shown in gure  Structural failure refers to cases where the
overtopping discharge is heavy enough to damage the lee side of the breakwater
or dike
 which ultimately can lead to the collapse of the structure

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Figure    Wave runup and overtopping at Zeebrugge breakwater dur
ing mild storm conditions from OPTICREST project
awwwrugacbeopticrest
   Concept of utilizing wave overtopping in
WECs
The work described in this thesis has an unusual background
 as it was motivated
by questions raised by developers of wave energy converters WEC utilizing
wave overtopping for production of electrical power Motivated by the fact that
a number of the wave energy projects supported by the Danish Wave Energy
Program utilize wave overtopping
 a project was formulated to investigate over
topping with respect to optimization of the amount of potential energy obtained
in the overtopping water
Not only have the vast majority of the overtopping investigations in the literature
focused on structural designs that minimize the amount of overtopping
 but a
number of the proposed wave energy devices utilizing overtopping are oating
structures
 which means that the structures are not extending all the way to
the seabed
 but have a limited draft It has therefore been established that
only very limited information is available in the literature on how to estimate
overtopping of such structures Furthermore
 some of the proposed wave energy
devices utilizing overtopping are using reservoirs at more than one level
 which
also raises the question of the vertical distribution of the overtopping discharge

  DEVELOPMENT STATE OF WECS UTILIZING WAVE OVERTOPPING
Using this background
 physical model studies have been conducted to investi
gate how a wide range of dierent geometrical parameters inuence the overtop
ping volume when the structure is subjected to heavily varying wave conditions
Furthermore
 the study investigates how these new results t into the results
reported in the literature
  Development state of WECs utilizing wave
overtopping
Under the Danish Wave Energy Programme a number of WECs have been sug
gested and tested Among these WECs are devices like the Wave Dragon WD

Wave Plane
 Sucking Sea Shaft
 Power Pyramid PP and others Furthermore

a number of devices have been proposed  and some built  internationally All
these devices have in common that they utilize wave energy by leading over
topping water to one or more reservoirs placed at a level higher than the mean
water level MWL The potential energy obtained in the overtopping water is
then converted to electrical energy by leading the water from the reservoir back
to the sea via a low head turbine connected to a generator
Below a selection of WECs that utilize overtopping is presented The devices
are categorized in two groups
 coast based and oating structures
 Coast based devices
Among the few WECs that have been built and tested is the Norwegian TAP
CHAN TAPered CHANnel This device is equipped with the same machinery
as a lowpressure hydroelectric power station with a reservoir and a Kaplan
turbine The reservoir is fed by waves trapped by a broad channel opening that
reaches into the sea Towards the reservoir
 the channel is tapered and bent in
such a way that the waves pile up and spill over the channel margin In gure 
the plant in Toftestallen
 Norway is shown The plant was designed for a power
output of  kW which was slightly exceeded during operation and began
operating in 	 However
 it is no longer in operation because of insucient
nancial resources for maintenance
Planning of a larger TAPCHAN project on the Indonesian Island of Java was also
undertaken see gure  The Java plant was designed for power production
of  MW The construction was scheduled to start in winter 	
 but due to
general nancial problems in the region the project has not yet been realized
wwwopenacukStudentWebtupdatewavehtm
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Figure   Left Picture from TAPCHAN at Toftestallen Norway
Right Artist	s impression of Indonesian plant at Java
From wwwoceanornoprojectswave energy
Other coast or beach based structures are being planned andor installed in
Mexico and Chile
Studies have also been performed on a variation of this coast based approach

where overtopping water is not used to produce power
 but to recirculate water
in harbors in a project called Kingston harbor pump This approach can be
useful at locations where only a small tide exists and therefore only insucient
ushing of the harbors occurs As the coast based overtopping devices work best
in areas with small tidal ranges this can be a very useful application
 Floating devices
The coast based devices are most applicable in coastal regions with deep water
close to a rocky coast line Therefore
 for countries where the coast generally
consists of gentle sloped beaches
 such as Denmark
 the coast based devices are
not appropriate
 as the waves lose the majority of their energy content through
bottom friction and wave breaking before they reach the shore Thus
 a number
of oating WECs utilizing wave overtopping have been proposed The fact that
these devices are oating not only makes it possible to move them to regions
with larger wave energy density
 but also solves problems associated with tide
and enables relatively easy control of the crest level of the slope
Among the rst devices to use this approach was the Sea Power WEC from
Sweden This device has been tested in prototype scale see gure 
In Denmark one of the WECs which has been most developed is the Wave
Dragon WD The WD combines ideas from TAPCHAN and Sea Power and is

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Figure  
 Left Picture from sea test of Sea Power Sweden
Right Artist	s impression of Sea Power From
wwwseapowerse
a oating structure equipped with wave reectors that focus the waves towards
the slope see gure  The WD has so far undergone substantial model testing
of both the hydraulic performance of the structure and the performance of the
turbines A  nearprototype! size model of the WD  length scale compared
with a North Sea version of the device is currently being constructed for de
ployment in the sheltered water of Nissum Bredning in northwestern Denmark

scheduled to begin operating in early 
Another Danish device
 called Power Pyramid PP
 utilizes wave overtopping
of more than one reservoir placed at dierent levels This principle is also be
ing applied by another Danish project called the Wave Plane and a Norwegian
project called Seawave Slotcone Generator wwwseawavepowerno
  Purpose of study
In light of the outlined state of development of the WECs cited
 the author has
carried out a generic study of wave overtopping of marine structures as a PhD
project at Hydraulics   Coastal Engineering Laboratory
 AAU This work aims
is to provide guidelines for how to calculate overtopping discharges for a wide
variety of geometric layouts of overtopping slopes when subjected to a broad
range of sea states and to point out overtopping slope layouts resulting in large
energy content in the overtopping discharges
The study has investigated how dierent geometric parameters such as prole
shape
 shape of guiding walls
 shape of cross section
 draft especially with regard
to oating structures and crest freeboard inuence the overtopping discharges


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Figure   Sketch of the working principle of the Wave Dragon Il
lustration by Marstrand

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and the emphasis is on optimizing the overtopping with respect to maximizing
the potential energy in the overtopping water This has been achieved through
studies of the literature
 theoretical considerations and model tests in wave tank
and ume By using the model tests
 the inuence of the geometric parame
ters has been evaluated The variation in the overtopping discharges over time
has also been evaluated
 as this inuences the eciency and the demand for
a reservoir of a certain WEC Also the vertical distribution of overtopping has
been investigated
 and the geometrical layout of multi level reservoirs has been
optimized
It is expected that the ndings of this study will be useful for the inventors
and developers of WECs of the overtopping type In Denmark WECs of the
overtopping type
 such as Wave Dragon
 the Wave Plane and the Power Pyramid

will be obvious users of the results
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State of the Art
This chapter provides a summary of the present state of knowledge concerning
wave overtopping When possible
 this presentation focuses on studies where
large amounts of overtopping are observed and where more generic layouts of
the structure are investigated overtopping of linear smooth slopes rather than
sitespecic rubble mound breakwaters
The rst section of this chapter presents an overview of the recent overtopping
investigations Later on
 the eects of wave climate
 wind
 structure geometry
and other topics relevant to the current study are presented
  Overview of recent overtopping investigations
When investigating wave overtopping of marine structures it is evident that the
discharge depends not only on environmental conditions such as wave height

wave period and water level
 but also on the geometrical layout and material
properties of the structure Thus
 there are almost innite possible combinations
Therefore
 although a lot of investigations related to wave overtopping have been
conducted
 none of these cover all situations Each of the investigations typically
covers one or a few specic cases
 which are then conducted by means of physical
model tests in the laboratories typically small scale models Such investigations
usually lead to an empirical relationship between the environmental conditions

geometrical layout and material properties of the structure and the overtopping
discharge

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Authors Structures Overtopping
model
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Table   Models for average overtopping discharge formulae partly
based on Table VI in Burcharth and Hughes 
Tables  and  present recent overtopping investigations based on model tests
of various coastal structures exposed to irregular waves
 along with the resulting
overtopping discharge predictions formulae

  OVERVIEW OF RECENT OVERTOPPING INVESTIGATIONS
Authors Structures Overtopping
model
Dimensionless
overtopping
discharge Q
Dimensionless
freeboard R
Franco et al
	
 Franco
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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Table  Models for average overtopping discharge formulae partly
based on Table VI in Burcharth and Hughes  con
tinued
A comprehensive overview of overtopping of coastal structures in general is also
available in Burcharth and Hughes 
 where more details on some of the
prediction formulae from tables  and  also can be found
In the current study the results presented by Van der Meer and Janssen 
are used for comparison The study by Van der Meer and Janssen  is
based on a large number of both small and large scale model tests and includes
a number of tests with geometries usable in the current study straight and
impermeable slopes
In Van der Meer and Janssen  the expressions in the overtopping model
depend on 

p
 However
 slopes that are typically utilized in WECs of the

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overtopping type result in 

p
larger than  This is reasonable
 since according
to Van der Meer and Janssen 
 the overtopping discharge is reduced if the
slope angle  is changed so 

p
is smaller than  for a xed wave situation Thus

the overtopping model used further on in this report is
q
p
gH

s
 e
 
R
c
H
s


r

b

h



According to Van der Meer and Janssen  this expression is valid for 

p
 
The coecients 
b

 
h

 
r
and 

are introduced to take into account the inuence
of a berm
 shallow foreshore
 roughness and angle of wave attack
 respectively
All these coecients are in the range  to 
 meaning that when maximizing
overtopping
 the coecients should be 
 which is the case for no berm
 no
shallow foreshore
 smooth slope no roughness and impermeable and headon
waves This will also be the case in the current study
 Eect of wave climate
The overtopping discharge is
 as can be seen from tables  and 
 completely
dependent on the wave climate as given by the signicant wave height
 the water
level through the crest freeboard
 and also in many cases
 the wave peak or
mean period However
 various studies have also shown some dependency on
other parameters related to the wave climate These dependencies are considered
in the following
 Oblique waves
Several investigations have shown that the overtopping discharge decreases when
the angle of wave attack increases 
 
headon waves The eect of oblique wave
attack is included in the overtopping expressions by Van der Meer and Janssen
 through the reduction factor 

for sloping structures
 Directional spreading
Franco et al a comment on the eect of directional spreading on over
topping discharge on both slopes and vertical walls For slopes the eect of
directional spreading is minimal for headon waves but results in faster decay
for increasing angle of attack compared with long crested waves For vertical

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wall structures the directional spreading reduces the overtopping discharge sig
nicantly even for headon waves The reduction in overtopping discharge for
multi directional and oblique waves is also reported by Sakakiyama and Kajima

 Spectral shape
Typically
 the model tests performed in overtopping investigations utilize stan
dard wave spectra such as TMA or JONSWAP Hasselmann et al  These
spectra apply to oshore conditions or conditions with simple foreshores
In order to take more complicated situations into account
 Van der Meer and
Janssen  incorporate doublepeaked spectra in their overtopping formulae
by splitting the spectra into two
 identifying the peak periods for each of the two
parts and combining these into an equivalent peak period
Hawkes  comments on swell and bimodal seas
 and states that they pos
sibly represent the worst case here worst case refers to most overtopping sea
states with regard to mean overtopping discharge The prediction methods by
Owen 	 and Hedges and Reis 	a work well for wind sea overtopping

while Van der Meer and Janssen  are realistic
 but less consistent Owens
	 method overpredicts swell overtopping by a factor of 
 as the predicted
overtopping discharge increases indenitely for increasing wave periods Hedges
and Reis 	a and Van der Meer and Janssens  methods incorporate
separate formulae for plunging waves
 where overtopping is strongly dependent
on wave period
 and for surging waves
 where it is much less dependent Ac
cording to Hawkes 
 Hedges and Reis 	a method seems the most
promising
Sch"uttrumpf et al  performed large scale model tests with natural spectra
from eld measurements which are multi peaked due to the inuence of the
foreshore Sch"uttrumpf et al  concluded that the peak period is of no use
when describing runup and overtopping
 and have proposed to use the mean
period instead
 as it appears in table 
 Eect of wind
According to Jensen and Juhl 	 the inuence of wind is practically negli
gible in situations with extreme  green water! overtopping However
 for small
discharges
 ie  spraycarryover! conditions
 wind velocity is an important fac
tor Besley  states that there is an increase in discharges due to wind for
mean overtopping discharge larger than 

m

sm
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Based on model tests
 Ward et al  state that wind eects are more
pronounced on steeper slopes However
 as it is not practically achievable to
satisfy both Froude gravity waves and Reynolds friction eect from wind
scaling laws in a single model it would require a centrifuge in order to scale
gravity or the use of a  super uid! to change viscous eects in the model
 the
wind eects found in the study are not scalable
Wind eects were also found by J A GonzalesEscriva and De Rouck 
for strong wind speeds Based on model tests
 J A GonzalesEscriva and De
Rouck  found that overtopping at logarithmic scale is proportional to the
square of the wind
 Eect of structure geometry
The overtopping discharge is
 as seen from tables  and 
 also dependent on
the structure geometry The most important parameter is the crest freeboard
However
 a number of other parameters describing the structure geometry also
inuence the overtopping discharge These parameters are considered in the
following
 Surface roughness and permeability
Obviously
 introducing surface roughness and permeability of the slope will re
duce the overtopping discharges compared with an impermeable and smooth
slope Both Van der Meer and Janssen  and Owen 	 have given
reduction factors to take this into account
 Crest width
Both Juhl and Sloth  and Hebsgaard et al 	 have incorporated the
eect of the width of the crest on the overtopping discharge by modifying the
used crest level in the expression for the overtopping discharge
 depending on
the crest width As would be expected
 an increasing crest width results in
decreasing overtopping discharges

 EFFECT OF STRUCTURE GEOMETRY
 Slope angle and shape
The dependency of the slope angle is typically included in the prediction formulae
via 

p

 eg
 in Van der Meer and Janssen  However
 according to Van
der Meer and Janssen  the dependency of 

p
disappears for surging waves
Other authors have made various statements regarding the inuence of slope
angle and shape that are relevant to the present study
Le M#ehaut#e et al 	 also quote Grantham  who stated that maximum
runup occurs for a given incident wave for slope angle   
 

In TACPAI  there is a statement that a convex slope increases runup
Josefson 	 performed a study of a WEC utilizing overtopping In this study
a number of model tests were carried out using regular waves From the results
of the tests the following was concluded
  For maximization of obtained power
 overtopping times crest freeboard
maximum eciency
 the slope angle increases with an increase in wave
steepness
  Introduction of concave edge on upper part of slope results in a reduction
in eciency
  Introduction of converging walls on slope results in a reduction in eciency
  A combination of the two modications results in a slight increase in e
ciency
According to CIRIACUR  the slope angle becomes less important as crest
heights are lower and larger overtopping discharges occur
Kofoed and Nielsen  investigated overtopping in connection with an evalu
ation of the WEC WD In this investigation the overtopping slope had a limited
draft d
r
d   as the WD is a oating structure Tests were performed with
dierent slope angles  linear slopes
   
 

 
 

 
 
and 
 
 and it was
found that the optimal slope angle is around 
 
 However
 for slope angles be
tween 
 
and 
 
no signicant variation in overtopping discharges was found
The results of the tests with   
 
were tted to an overtopping model like
the one used by Van der Meer and Janssen  for 

p
  see table 
This resulted in coecients a and b that diered from the coecients given by
Van der Meer and Janssen  and also were dependent of the peak period
T
p
 These dierences were due the tests having been performed with a limited
draft
 which was not the case for Van der Meer and Janssen 

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Furthermore
 a limited number of variations on the slope geometry were tested
by Kofoed and Nielsen 
 but it was concluded that none of the tested slope
geometries were superior to a linear slope in terms of maximizing the overtopping
discharges
 Low crest level
Oumeraci et al  investigated overtopping of dikes with very low crest
freeboards R
c
down to zero caused by high water levels Their results agreed
well with those of Van der Meer and Janssen  for relative crest freeboards in
the range tested by Van der Meer and Janssen  However
 for relative crest
freeboardsR R 
R
c
H
s
 close to zero the tests by Oumeraci et al  show that
the expression given by Van der Meer and Janssen  eq  overpredicts
the average overtopping discharge These data are also used by Sch"uttrumpf
et al  to establish the overtopping expressions for no freeboard condition

as referred to in table 
 Multiple crest levels
Kofoed and Frigaard a carried out some preliminary investigations into a
wave energy device utilizing wave overtopping by leading the overtopping water
to reservoirs at dierent levels in order to capture the water at the level reached
and thereby achieve higher eciency The results of this investigation showed
that the use of three reservoirs at dierent levels instead of one resulted in 	 
  more potential energy in the overtopping water
 Eect of oating structure
Martinelli and Frigaard b performed laboratory tests with a oating model
of the WD These tests indicated that the overtopping discharge was reduced by
up to   because of the movement
 compared with tests using a xed model
However
 the reduction of the overtopping discharge due to a oating structure
is highly dependent on the structure itself The tests showed that movement
should be minimized in order to make the reduction as small as possible
From model tests with a model of the WEC PP
 Kofoed  found almost
no dierence in overtopping discharge when comparing with results from tests
performed with a xed model These results are also presented in section 

 OVERTOPPING DISCHARGE LEVELS
	 Overtopping discharge levels
Under random wave attack
 overtopping discharges vary with up to several orders
of magnitude from one wave to another
 meaning that wave overtopping is a
very nonlinear function of wave height and wave period This time variation
is dicult to measure and quantify in the laboratory and hence overtopping
discharges are most often given in terms of average discharge
To assess admissible overtopping discharges for dierent objects
 several re
searchers have studied the impact of overtopping water volumes on dierent
obstacles placed on top of an overtopped structure Goda 
 
 and Goda
	 developed the guidelines given in gure  based on prototype investi
gations consisting of wave climate measurements and expert impressions of the
impact of overtopping volumes on dierent objects situated on top of breakwa
ters These guidelines have been adopted by the Japanese code of practice and
by the DutchEnglish  Manual on the use of Rock in Hydraulic Engineering 
CIRIACUR  on which the illustration in gure  is based
When designing sea defense structures the controlling hydraulic response is often
the wave overtopping discharge In gure  critical overtopping discharges are
shown for typical structure types when considering sea defense structures In
the gure the discharge levels of overtopping typical for wave energy devices are
also indicated
As is obvious from the gure
 the overtopping discharges considered when utiliz
ing the overtopping for energy production are far from the range desired for sea
defense structures Thus
 the focus of overtopping investigations carried out for
sea defense structures typically is on smaller overtopping discharges than what
would be of interest for WECs of the wave overtopping type

 Horizontal distribution of overtopping
Jensen and Juhl 	 presented an expression describing the horizontal dis
tribution of overtopping in the form qx  q


x

where q is the intensity at a
distance x
 q

is the intensity for x   and  is a constant and equal to the
distance for which the overtopping intensity decreases by a factor of 
In model tests performed by Lab  the general spatial distribution of the
overtopping discharge was measured in four areas behind the crest Each area
had a length in the direction perpendicular to the structure similar to the crest
freeboard In the rst area the overtopping discharge was 	  of the total For
the next three areas the overtopping discharge were 
  and   of the total

respectively
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range typical
for wave
energy device
Figure   Criteria for critical overtopping discharges from
CIRIACUR    A typical range of overtopping
discharge for a WEC based on the wave overtopping
principle has been added to the gure
	
 DISTRIBUTION OF OVERTOPPING FROM INDIVIDUAL WAVES AND
VARIATION IN TIME
 Distribution of overtopping from individual
waves and variation in time
Van der Meer and Janssen  present an expression for the probability of
overtopping as well as the probability of a certain overtopping volume in a wave

given that overtopping occurs This expression has been used by Martinelli and
Frigaard a for simulating the variation in time of overtopping discharge of
a WEC
 which is also described in section 	 Here the simulation procedure
is also veried experimentally also presented in Kofoed and Burcharth 
Also Franco et al a
 Besley  and Jensen and Juhl 	 present a
similar expression for the distribution of wave overtopping discharge of individual
waves
 Theoretical and numerical calculations
Kikkawa et al 	 presented an overtopping expression based on a weir
analogy The expression was veried by model tests with regular waves Based
on this model Oezhan and Yalciner  introduced an analytic model for
solitary wave overtopping of a sea dike
Another method based on wave energy considerations is used by Umeyama
 to formulate the wave overtopping discharge on a vertical barrier
 and
the model is compared with model tests
The recent years many attempts have been made to numerically model wave
overtopping
Kobayashi and Wurjanto 	 performed numerical modeling of regular wave
overtopping of impermeable coastal structure on sloping beach
Hiraishi and Maruyama 	 presented a numerical model for calculation of
overtopping discharges for a vertical breakwater in multi directional waves The
basic assumption is that the overtopping discharge can be described by a weir
expression as suggested by Kikkawa et al 	
Hu et al  presented a D numerical model for calculation of overtopping
using nonlinear shallow water equations However
 even this very recent study
was primarily validated using regular waves
It seems that even with the data power available today
 the task of numerical
modeling of wave overtopping processes is still too demanding However
 once
the computational power is sucient
 methods like the ones mentioned above


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as well as other methods
 based on
 eg
 Volume of Fluids
 probably will be
able to predict overtopping discharges also in irregular and D waves This will
likely make it possible to study the overtopping process in greater detail than
is possible in physical model tests Again
 this will make it easier to design
structures that better full their purpose than do the structures of today
  Scale eects on overtopping
Scale eects in overtopping tests are considered by Weggel  His conclu
sions indicate that mainly the runup is inuenced by scale eects
 which means
that if the runup is corrected for scale eects
 if any
 the calculated overtopping
discharges will be correct Generally
 scale eects are only signicant for thin
layers of runupovertopping
 ie
 for runup levels smaller than or close to the
crest level
 and thus for small overtopping discharges
Gr"une 	 reports eld measurements of runup on two dikes Here it emerges
that the runup is generally larger than commonly used formulae The same ten
dency is found by B Van de Walle and Frigaard  from full scale measure
ments on the Zeebrugge breakwater in Belgium B Van de Walle and Frigaard
 compare full scale runup measurements with measurements from small
scale model tests performed with wave conditions reproducing the full scale con
ditions
   Accuracy of overtopping discharge
predictions
Douglass 	 reviewed and compared a number of methods for estimating
irregular wave overtopping discharges He concludes that calculated overtopping
discharges
 using empirically derived equations
 should only be considered within
a factor of  of the actual overtopping discharge The methods considered deal
with overtopping of coastal defense structures
 and so the typical crest freeboards
are relatively high and the overtopping discharges low Under such conditions
the overtopping discharge depends on relatively few and relatively large over
topping events
 which again means that the overtopping discharge becomes very
sensitive to the stochastic nature of irregular waves It must be expected that
the uncertainty of the overtopping discharge estimation must be expected to be
reduced as the crest freeboard is reduced
 since more and more of the waves
overtops the structure

  SCOPE OF THE THESIS
  Scope of the thesis
In chapter  an introduction to the thesis as well as a statement of its purpose
was provided The current chapter gives an overview of the state of the art of the
main thesis topic
 namely wave overtopping of marine structures As indicated in
this chapter a number of subjects within the main topic need further investigation
in order to enable reliable estimation of the overtopping discharge
 and thereby
also the energy output
 of WECs based on the wave overtopping principle The
remaining part of the thesis provides results of investigations covering a few of
these subjects
Chapter  deals with overtopping of a single level reservoir Model tests have
been carried out in order to provide information of the dependency on the over
topping discharge on varying slope angle
 crest freeboard and draft for a linear
slope Furthermore
 modications of slope prole and side walls of the slope are
tested in the search for a slope geometry which could enhance the overtopping
and thereby increasing in captured energy The results of the model tests con
ducted are incorporated into the overtopping expression given by Van der Meer
and Janssen  by application of correction factors Finally
 the time depen
dency of the overtopping discharge is evaluated and compared with an empirical
prediction model
Chapter  deals with overtopping of multiple level reservoirs Initially
 model
tests using eight reservoir levels are conducted in order to provide information
about the vertical distribution of the overtopping discharge Based on these tests

an expression describing the vertical distribution is presented This expression is
used in a numerical optimization of number and vertical placement of reservoirs

and the results are then presented Furthermore
 the results of model tests with a
smaller number of levels are presented Here
 the dependency of the overtopping
discharge on horizontal placement and the geometry of the reservoir fronts is
investigated Finally
 the results of tests using a oating model with multiple
level reservoirs are presented
Chapter  concludes the thesis


CHAPTER 
Overtopping of Single Level
Reservoir
In this chapter the conditions for model tests performed with overtopping of a
single level reservoir are described First
 the purpose of the tests is explained

followed by an account of the sea states used and the geometric parameters
investigated The model test setup is presented
 and the results are presented
and compared with data from the literature The results are incorporated into
existing an overtopping expression by applying correction factors Finally
 the
time variation of the overtopping discharge is evaluated and compared with an
empirical expression
  Purpose of model study
The inuence of the overtopping discharge and the obtained potential energy
of the following geometrical parameters are investigated during the model tests
see gure 
  Slope angle
  Crest freeboard
  Draft
  Slope shape
  Shape of guiding walls
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Figure 
  Investigated geometric parameters

  PURPOSE OF MODEL STUDY
All model tests are performed in a wave basin and the modeled structures are
subjected to irregular D waves The model tests are performed using xed
structures and a constant water depth of  m Although the models used in
the tests do not represent any specic prototype structures
 a length scale of 
seems appropriate This results in a prototype water depth of  m
The amount of overtopping of the structure depends on wave parameters such
as
  Wave type
 regularirregular
  Wave height
  Wave period
  Spectral shape
  Wave groupiness
  Angle of wave attack
  Directional spreading
Furthermore
 overtopping depends on the geometric parameters dening the
structure as mentioned above and also on surface roughness and permeability
of the structure This model study focuses on the inuence of the geometry
rather than covering a large number of dierent wave parameters Thus
 such
parameters as spectral shape
 wave groupiness
 angle of wave attack and direc
tional spreading are not tested
 and only wave situations consisting of irregular
D waves typical of the North Sea west of Denmark are used
It is commonly accepted that the introduction of surface roughness and per
meability decreases the amount of overtopping
 and therefore only smooth and
nonpermeable structures are tested in this study As the point of departure

tests are performed with a linear prole For this type of structure the inuence
of the slope angle
 the crest freeboard and the draft on the overtopping discharge
is investigated and compared with existing expressions from the literature The
motivation for testing slope geometries with limited draft is that a number of
the suggested overtopping based WECs are oating
 and it is thus important
to know how large a draft it is feasible to use for this type of structure For
herebyfound suitable values in terms of obtained amount of potential energy in
the overtopping water volume of crest freeboard
 angle of slope and draft
 tests
are performed with structures modied as follows

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  Slope with horizontal plate added at the slope bottom
  Slope with convex upper part
  Slope with concave upper part
  Converging leading walls linear
  Converging leading walls curved
Knowledge of the inuence of a range of geometrical parameters on the overtop
ping discharge is obtained from the conducted tests The range of geometrical
parameters considered here is larger than that considered for structures normally
used in coastal engineering
 Sea states used in model tests
Irregular D waves have been used in all the model tests conducted The irreg
ular waves are generated using the parameterized JONSWAPspectrum Hassel
mann et al 
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The spectral enhancement factor  has been set to 
 corresponding to the
Danish part of the North Sea
All of the tested slope geometries have been subjected to a wide range of wave
conditions  in total  sea states for each of the tested geometries The sea states
have been selected so that the great majority of sea states that occurs over time
in the Danish area of the North Sea are covered The focus is on the sea states
that occur often
 and less on extreme sea states that command the attention of
researchers dealing with coastal defense structures such as breakwaters or dikes

 SEA STATES USED IN MODEL TESTS
The selected sea states are presented in table 
 where the signicant wave
height H
s
and the wave peak period T
p
are provided along with the resulting
peak wave steepness s
p
and surf similarity parameter Iribarren number 
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Table 
  Sea states used in the model tests
The duration of each of the sea states has been  minutes in model scale
 corre
sponding to approx  hours in full scale  or 
 to 
 waves
 depending
on the peak period This means that each of the tested slope geometries has
been subjected to about 
 waves
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 Geometric parameters investigated
The geometries have been placed in three categories First
 a number of linear
slopes have been tested Second
 tests with a number of modications to the
slope prole were carried out and
 nally
 modications to the side walls of the
slope were applied
 Linear slopes
The tests with linear slopes have been performed with the slope geometries given
in table 
MWLRc
Hs Tp
d
dr

q
Figure 
 Geometric parameters used for linear slopes
Geometry  
 

R
c
d
  
d
r
d
  
AA  	  
AA    
AA    
AA  	  
AA    
AB    
AB     
AB    
AB    
AC    
AC    
AC    
AC     
Table 
 Geometric parameters describing the model setup in the tests
with a linear slope
	
 GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS INVESTIGATED
These geometries have been selected so the inuence of slope angle 
 crest
freeboard R
c
and draft d
r
can be evaluated
In the tests where the inuence of the slope angle is investigated
 the crest
freeboard and draft have been xed to values that are considered reasonable for
a slope in a WEC of the overtopping type  and likewise for the tests where
the inuences of crest freeboard and draft
 respectively
 are investigated In
particular
 the choice of   
 
for tests with varying crest freeboard and draft
is based on results from Kofoed and Nielsen 
 Modications of the slope prole
The tests with modications of the slope prole have been done with the slope
geometries shown in table 
In the modications of the slope prole a linear slope with specications given
for geometry BA table  is used as reference The choice of this linear
slope layout as a reference is based on the results of the tests with the linear
slope layouts shown in table 
 which indicated that a slope angle   
 
is
optimal see section  Furthermore
 for all these geometries
d
r
d
is set to 
and
R
c
d
is set to 
 which is also based on the results shown in section 
MWL
q
hhp rrc
crc
Figure 

 Geometrical parameters used for modied slopes
A series of tests with a horizontal plate added at the draft of the slope geometries
BA to BA have been carried out to investigate whether the overtopping
discharge can be increased by trying to prevent excess pressure at the draft of
the slope from  escaping! under the slope The layouts of these slopes are shown
in gure B to B in appendix B
A series of tests with a convex deection of the top of the slope geometries CA
to CC have been motivated by some of the results of the studies referred to
in chapter  Furthermore
 the idea of deecting the slope at the top
 in order

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Geometry Description  
 

h
hp
d
r
  
r
rc
d
r
   c
rc

 

BA Horizontal plate  
BA Horizontal plate  
BA Horizontal plate  
BA Reference setup 
CA Convex slope  	 	
CA Convex slope   	
CA Convex slope   	
CB Convex slope
 di angle   
CC Convex slope
 elliptic 
DA Concave slope   
Table 

 Geometrical parameters describing the model setup in tests
of modications of the slope prole For all these geometries
d
r
d
  and
R
c
d
  
to extract as much of the kinetic energy as possible
 seems reasonable as up
rush velocity is lower near the crest than near the MWL The layouts of these
slopes are shown in gure B to B in appendix B Slope geometry
CC is a layout suggested by the inventor of the WEC WD
 Erik FriisMadsen

L"owenmark
A concave deection of the top of the slope geometry DA has also been
tested The layout of this slope is shown in gure B in appendix B
 Modications of the side walls of the slope
A series of tests with modications of the side walls of the slope have been
conducted with the slope geometries shown in table 
Geometry Description
w
c
w
d
r
  
r
l
d
r
  
EA Linear converging walls 		
EA Linear converging walls 
EA Linear converging walls 
EA Linear converging walls 	
FA Curved converging walls  
Table 
 Geometrical parameters describing the model setup in tests
of modications of the side walls of the slope
In the series of tests with modications of the side walls
 the linear slope denoted
geometry BA in table  is again used as reference

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The series of tests with linear converging walls geometries EA to EA have
been carried out to investigate whether the overtopping discharge can be im
proved by  compressing! the overtopping water as it comes up the slope in order
to force it higher than it would go without the converging walls The layouts
of these guiding walls are shown in gure B in appendix B In the tests
with curved converging walls geometry FA the idea is the same as for the
linear converging walls The layout of the guiding walls is shown in gure B	
in appendix B
 Model test setup
The model tests have been carried out in the deep water D wave tank at
the Hydraulics   Coastal Engineering Laboratory
 AAU
 using a length scale of
 This wave tank is 	 x  m and is equipped with a D wavemaker
with  segments of the piston type In the current setup a  m wide ume
was built in the wave tank
 as shown in gure  and in the photos in gure
 Conducting the model tests in the wave tank and the purposebuilt ume
has some advantages over conducting the model tests in a regular wave ume
Because the majority of the tested geometries have limited draft
 the reservoir
where the overtopping water is collected had to be placed to the side of the tested
model The model and the reservoir takes up quite a lot of space and is therefore
easier to t into the wave tank than into a regular ume Furthermore
 in the
wave tank there is plenty of space for passive wave absorption gravel beaches
are used and the risk of rereection of waves reected from the tested structure
is minimal
 as these waves diract when they exit the ume and are absorbed
by the gravel beaches This means that even though no active wave absorption
system is applied
 there is very good control of the waves to which the tested
models are exposed
In the model test setup
 two measuring systems have been deployed  a wave
measuring system and an overtopping measuring system
 Wave measurements
The wave measuring system consist of two arrays of wave gauges  one in front of
the tested structure and one behind it Each of the arrays consists of four wave
gauges of the resistance type placed on the center line of the ume The gauges
are placed at a distance of  m between  and  gauge
  m between 
and  gauges
 and  m between  and  gauge

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Figure 
 Sketch of the model test setup
Placing four gauges at the chosen distances enables the use of the SIRW method
developed by Frigaard and Brorsen  for separation of incident and reected
irregular waves The SIRW method has advantages compared with other sep
aration methods in that it enables a separation of incident and reected waves
in the time domain In order to achieve a good output from the SIRW method

wave records from two wave gauges with a distance in the range of  to  
of the recorded wave length are needed Thus
 by deploying four wave gauges
with dierent distances it is possible
 for each of the  wave situations
 to use
a suitable pair of wave gauges for the SIRW analysis By combining the wave
gauges within an array the following distances are available 
 
 


 	 and  m These distances cover the tested wave situations
The incident wave time series calculated using the SIRW method is then applied
to further wave analysis For all the conducted model tests
 both time and
frequency domain analyses of the incident wave in front of the tested structure
are conducted In the time domain analysis the statistical distribution of the
wave heights is found by zero down crossing and parameters
 as signicant wave
height H
s

 are calculated on this basis In the frequency domain analysis the
wave spectrum is found as well as parameters like the wave peak period T
p
and
the spectral estimate of the signicant wave height H
m


 MODEL TEST SETUP
Figure 
 Photos from the model test setup
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In further analysis of the overtopping
 the spectral estimate of the signicant
wave height H
m

 found from the frequency domain analysis
 is used rather than
the H
s

 Overtopping measurements
In the model tests conducted
 the range of the overtopping discharge has been
very wide due to the large number of wave conditions and geometries tested
Therefore
 the design of the overtopping measuring system is a compromise be
tween being able to measure very large and very small amounts of overtopping
The chosen measuring system is shown in gure  The system consists of a
reservoir
 a pump and a water level gauge The reservoir is placed beside the
overtopping slope in order to allow free passage under the slope
 as in most cases
it is not extending to the bottom Between the slope and the reservoir there is
a perforated damping wall to decrease the amount of disturbance on the water
surface in the reservoir
 as this causes noise in the water level measurements and
thereby also on the overtopping discharge time series The water level gauge and
the pump are connected to a PC that monitors and records the water level in
reservoir Once a preset maximum water level is reached
 the pump is activated
for a xed time period  s in the used setup
 model scale and the pumped
volume of water is then derived from a calibration of the pump approx  l
in the used setup
 model scale
Based on the measured water level in the reservoir
 the overtopping volume
 and
thereby also the discharge
 during a test can be found Furthermore
 as the
water level in the reservoir is measured continuously
 the overtopping discharge
time series during each test can be calculated by dierentiation see gure 
When performing the dierentiation
 the signal from the water level gauge is
corrected by adding a section of the water level time series measured during the
calibration of the pump at the time where the pump is emptying the reservoir
This is done in order to calculate the overtopping discharge time series In
order to compensate for the disturbances created by the pumping the piece of
time series is  s long model scale A continuous overtopping discharge time
series is thus obtained Though
 in spite all eorts it has not been possible to
make a perfect correction
 which means that the time series of the overtopping
discharge is not completely correct at the time of pumping This can also be
seen from gure  It appears that the overtopping discharge is sometimes
negative Of course
 negative discharge cannot occur
 but this eect results from
the problems at the time of pumping the large negative peaks and the fact
that disturbances in the water level measurements occur due to small waves in
the reservoir However
 if the average overtopping discharge is calculated even
for very small time frames down to the order of  s
 model scale these will be

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Figure 
 An example of a measured water level time series measured
in the reservoir top and the corresponding time series of
the derived overtopping discharge

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correct also if pumping occurs within the time frame Another reason for not
using time frame sizes smaller than those in the order of  waves is that the
measured water level in the reservoir is delayed and smoothed by the distance
from the slope and the reservoir
 and the perforated damping wall
The majority of the analyses conducted concern average overtopping discharges
In these analyses the average overtopping discharges q are typically made dimen
sionless by division by the factor
p
gH

m
 The dimensionless average overtop
ping discharge is named Q
 and also a dimensionless crest freeboard R is dened
as R 
R
c
H
m
in both cases H
m
is calculated for the incident waves Thus the
parameters are made dimensionless as specied by Van der Meer and Janssen

 except H
m
is used as the signicant wave height H
s

 Results of model tests with linear slopes
The following sections present the results of the model tests conducted
In appendix B the results of each of the tests conducted are given in terms of
average overtopping discharges In the gures in the appendix
 the dimensionless
average overtopping dischargeQ dened as Q 
q
p
gH
 
m
 is plotted as a function
of the dimensionless crest freeboard R dened as R
c
H
m
 for each of the tested
geometries The following analyses are based on these results
In this section the results of the model tests with linear slopes are presented and
analyzed In appendix B the basic results are shown in gures B to B
 Varying slope angle
The test series with varying slope angle  shows that the average overtopping
discharge is slightly dependent an 
 cf gure 
A correction factor 

is introduced to take this dependency on the slope angle
into account By tting a number of expressions emerges that eq  describes
the dependency well In gure 	 the eect of introducing 

is shown It can be
seen that the R
 
square of the Pearson product moment correlation coecient
is thereby increased from 	 to 	
The expression for the correction factor 

is


 cos

 
m
 

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R2 = 0.84
Figure 
 Results of tests with test geometries with varying   test se
ries AA The dimensionless average overtopping discharge
Q is plotted as a function of the dimensionless crest free
board R The dotted line represents eq   and the solid
line is an exponential t with all the data points shown
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R2 = 0.89
Figure 
 Results of tests with test geometries with varying   test se
ries AA The dimensionless average overtopping discharge
Q divided by the correction factor 
 
is plotted as a func
tion of the dimensionless crest freeboard R The dotted line
represents eq   and the solid line is an exponential t
with all the data points shown
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where 
m
 
 
is the optimal slope angle and    is a coecient
 both found
by best t The expression for 

in eq  is formulated so it is  for the
optimal slope angle in terms of maximum overtopping and decreases when the
dierence between the optimal and actual slope angle increases
 Varying crest freeboard
The test series with varying crest freeboard R
c
shows that the average overtop
ping discharge is very well described by an exponential expression like the one
suggested by Van der Meer and Janssen  see table 
 cf gure 
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AB01, Rc/d = 0.04
AB02, Rc/d = 0.10
AA03, Rc/d = 0.16
AB03, Rc/d = 0.22
AB04, Rc/d = 0.30
y = 0.11e-2.09x
R2 = 0.97
Figure 
 Results of tests with test geometries with varying R
c
test
series AB The dimensionless average overtopping dis
charge Q is plotted as a function of the dimensionless crest
freeboard R The dotted line represents eq   and the solid
line is an exponential t with all the data points shown
From gure  it can be seen that the correlation coecient R
 
is as high as

 indicating a very good t

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 Varying draft
The test series with varying draft d
r
shows that the average overtopping dis
charge is dependent on d
r

 cf gure 
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AC02, dr/d = 0.50
AC03, dr/d = 0.75
AC04, dr/d = 1.00
y = 0.12e-2.13x
R2 = 0.90
Figure 
  Results of tests with test geometries with varying d
r
test
series AC The dimensionless average overtopping dis
charge Q is plotted as a function of the dimensionless
crest freeboard R The dotted line represents eq   and
the solid line is an exponential t with all the data points
shown
It is apparent that the overtopping increases with increasing draft This is not
surprising as the amount of energy passing under the slope is decreasing with
increasing draft In order to take this eect into account a correction parameter

d
r
is introduced

d
r
  
sinhk
p
d
d
r
d
 $ k
p
d
d
r
d

sinhk
p
d $ k
p
d

where k
p
is the wave number based on L
p
and  is a coecient controlling the
degree of inuence of the limited draft  is found to be  by best t
The expression taking the dependency of the draft into account is based on the
ratio between the time averaged amount of energy ux integrated from the draft

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up to the surface E
f d
r
and the time averaged amount of energy ux integrated
from the seabed up to the surface E
f d

E
f d
r
E
f d

R

d
r
p

u dz
R

d
p

u dz
 
sinhkd
d
r
d
 $ kd
d
r
d

sinhkd $ kd

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Figure 
   The ratio given in eq 
 as a function of the relative
draft
d
r
d
for various values of kd
In gure  eq  is plotted as a function of the relative draft
d
r
d
for various
values of kd
In the derivation of eq  linear wave theory is used Because of the limitations
of the linear wave theory eq  cannot completely describe the eect of limited
draft on overtopping Using 
d
r
equal to eq  would lead to an estimation of
zero overtopping for d
r
 
 which obviously is not the case for all combinations
of H
s
and R
c
 Therefore
 the coecient    is introduced and the expression
for 
d
r
given by eq  is obtained
The result of applying 
d
r
is shown in gure 

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Figure 
  Results of tests with test geometries with varying d
r
test
series AC The dimensionless average overtopping dis
charge Q divided by the correction factor 
d
r
is plotted
as a function of the dimensionless crest freeboard R The
dotted line represents eq   and the solid line is an ex
ponential t with all the data points shown

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As seen from gures  and  the correlation coecient R
 
is hereby in
creased from  to 
 Comparison with Van der Meer and Janssen 	


In gure  the results from the tests with linear slopes are plotted together
with results given by Van der Meer and Janssen  and Oumeraci et al
 The data from Van der Meer and Janssen  include both data
from tests with straight slopes and data from tests with slopes with a berm

foreshore
 rough surface
 shortcrested and oblique waves For tests with slopes
with a berm
 foreshore
 rough surface
 shortcrested and oblique waves the data
have been corrected using the appropriate reduction factors given by Van der
Meer and Janssen  The data from Oumeraci et al  include data
from 
  and  slopes subjected to both D and D waves Again the
reduction factors given by Van der Meer and Janssen  have been applied
when appropriate For the data from Van der Meer and Janssen  and
Oumeraci et al  the correction factors 

and 
d
r
are 
Figure  shows that forR larger than approx  the expression given by Van
der Meer and Janssen  eq  ts the data very well However
 when R
decreases from  to  discrepancies increases Based on these observations
 it
is proposed that the expression by Van der Meer and Janssen  be modied
by a correction factor 
s
in addition to the factors 

and 
d
r
introduced in the
previous sections

s

 
 sin
 

R $  for R  
 for R  

Introduction of 
s
results in a very good t for all the data indicated by a
correlation coecient R
 
 
 including the range where R is close to 
This is shown in gure 
Thus
 using this background a new overtopping expression for nonbreaking
waves can be formulated
Q 
q



d
r

s
p
gH

s
 e
 
R
c
H
s


r

b

h



where 


 
d
r
and 
s
are dened by eq 
  and 
 respectively
 and 
r



b

 
h
and 


 are dened as given in Van der Meer and Janssen 
In the following analyses eq  is used as the denition of Q
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Figure 
 
 The experimental data from the tests with linear slopes
plotted together with the overtopping data given in Van
der Meer and Janssen   for 
p
   and data reported
by Oumeraci et al   The dotted line represents eq
  The lower graph is a zoom of the upper graph
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Figure 
  The experimental data from the tests with linear slopes
plotted together with the overtopping data given in Van
der Meer and Janssen   for 
p
   and data reported
by Oumeraci   
s
has been introduced The dotted
line represents eq   The lower graph is a zoom of the
upper graph
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 Choice of setup for further tests
An investigation of the average eciency of dierent test slope layouts is carried
out in order to choose the basic geometrical parameters for the following model
tests of modications of the slope The parameters are determined by calculating
how much potential energy is obtained from each of the tested linear slopes over
a year and comparing this with the amount of energy present in the waves
In this investigation ve sea states are considered These sea states are typical
of the Danish part of the North Sea and describe the conditions that apply 	 
of the time The sea states are given by Blgekraftudvalgets Sekretariat 
and are shown in table 
 where P
occur
denotes the probability of occurrence
and P
wave
is the power that passes through a vertical cross section of the water
column
 perpendicular to the wave direction with unit width The signicant
wave height H
s
that applies the remaining   of the time is either smaller
than  m   or larger than  m   It is assumed in both cases
that no potential energy is captured under these conditions
 which makes the
calculated amounts of captured energy conservative
H
s
m T
p
s P
occur
 P
wave
kWm
   
   
 	  
 	  
   
Table 
 Sea states typical of the Danish part of the North Sea The
probability and power ux for each of the wave situations are
given The given sea states cover conditions that apply  
of the time
In table  the wave power ux is based on wave energy transport per m wave
front P
wave
Wm calculated by
P
wave

g
 

T
e
H
 
s
	
where T
e

m
 
m

is the energy transport wave period
 m

and m

is the minus
rst and zero spectral moment
 Falnes 
The power obtained in terms of potential energy in the overtopping water is
calculated as

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P  qR
c
g
w


q
gH

m
Ae
B
R
c
H
m
R
c
g
w
The power P Wm is calculated for each of the sea states by using the co
ecients A and B tted to the results of the tests of each of the geometries
The coecients used are shown in the graphs in appendix B
 gures B to
B The average power P over a year is found weighing the power for each
wave situation with the probability of occurrence of the wave situation Thus

the weighed average ratio between P and P
wave

 
hydr
also called the hydraulic
eciency
 can be calculated for each of the tested linear slopes These ratios
are plotted in gure  as functions of slope angle
 relative crest freeboard and
relative draft
From the rst graph in gure  the choice of slope angle   
 
is obvious
The choice of crest freeboard is not as obvious
 but bearing in mind that turbines
perform better with larger than lower head at least in the low head range in
which all WECs of the overtopping type operate results in the choice of a
relative crest freeboard
R
c
d
  When choosing the draft
 the consideration
of getting as much overtopping as possible would lead to extending the slope all
the way to the bottom However
 from a costbenet point of view
 this is not
optimal Therefore
 a relative draft
d
r
d
  is chosen
 as the benet of going
deeper
 in terms of obtained power
 is smaller than the loss of power that results
from going less deep
In conclusion the reference and starting point of the models tested in the follow
ing is a linear slope with a slope angle   
 

 a relative crest freeboard
R
c
d

 and a relative draft
d
r
d
 
Comments on calculated eciencies
From gure  it can be seen that the ratio between the amount of potential
energy in the water overtopping a structure like the tested ones with a limited
draft and the energy present in the waves averaged over time 
hydr
 can be
as high as     for a structure in the Danish part of the North Sea This
is obtained from geometry AB and AB where   
 


d
r
d
  and
R
c
d
  and 
 respectively For the selected reference linear slope
 it is likely
that an even higher 
hydr
is obtained
To put these results into perspective
 theoretical considerations concerning reg
ular wave overtopping of string are presented in appendix A From this it can
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Figure 
  The eciency 
hydr
of the tested linear slopes plotted as
functions of slope angle relative crest freeboard and rela
tive draft The vertical broken line indicates the choices
for the further model tests
	
 RESULTS OF MODEL TESTS WITH MODIFICATIONS OF THE SLOPE
PROFILE
be seen that if only the potential energy present in a regular wave is considered
this is what is meant by overtopping of a string
 the maximum eciency 
hydr
is   for shallow water and   for deep water Compared with the
results above these are rather small values
 considering that the values stated
above are overall eciencies for a number of irregular wave situations However

by placing a slope in the waves
 part of the kinetic energy that is present in the
waves is converted into potential energy in the overtopping waves
 which adds
signicantly to the eciencies
It should be noted that the potential energy used when calculating 
hydr
is the
amount of potential energy present in the overtopping water at the time it passes
over the crest of the slope This means that unless the water level behind the
slope is kept right at the crest of the slope at all times
 some of the potential
energy is lost and the eciency is thus decreased
	 Results of model tests with modications of
the slope prole
In this section the results of the model tests with modications of the slope
prole are presented and analyzed In appendix B the basic results are shown
in gures B to B In the following the dimensionless overtopping discharge
Q is dened as
q





d
r


s
p
gH
 
s
as it was found in section 
 eq 
 Horizontal plate at slope bottom
In the test series BA
 horizontal plates with dierent lengths have been placed
at the slope bottom The eect of these horizontal plates on the overtopping
discharge can be seen in gure 
From gure  it can be seen that the eect of adding a horizontal plate at the
slope bottom depends very much on the length of the plate The longest hori
zontal plate BA results in almost exactly the same overtopping discharges as
without BA
 while a plate with half the length BA results in an increase
of  
 but a plate with a quarter of the length BA results in a decrease of
the overtopping discharge of   This indicates that it is favorable to use a plate
with a length of   of the slope draft
 but it seems appropriate to conduct
additional tests with horizontal plates with lengths in this range in order to nd
the optimal length

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Figure 
  Results of tests with horizontal plate at slope bottom test
series BA In the upper graph the dimensionless aver
age overtopping discharge Q is plotted as a function of the
dimensionless crest freeboard R The line represents eq

 In the lower graph the results of the tests with hor
izontal plate at slope bottom Q are compared with the
corresponding results of reference test BA Q
ref


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 Convex top of slope
In the test series CA the upper part of the slope has been given a convex deec
tion but the slope angle below the deection remains unchanged The eect of
these deections on the overtopping discharge can be seen in gure 
From gure  it can be seen that no increase in the overall overtopping dis
charge is obtained by introducing a convex deection with an unchanged slope
angle below the deection In fact
 in the example where the largest radius of
the convex part was used CA an overall reduction of almost   was found

whereas the two smaller convex deections had no eect less than  
A series of tests with a convex deection
 but with a changed slope angle of 
 
CB
 have also been conducted The eect of this change is shown in gure
	
From gure 	 it can be seen that this modication results in an overall increase
of the overtopping discharge of  
A test series has also been conducted on a slope with a convex upper part of an
elliptical shape test series CC This slope geometry has been suggested by the
inventor of WD
 Erik FriisMadsen
 and the cross section of the slope on WD
has been modied to a shape similar to the one tested in test CC The results
of the tests are shown in gure 
From gure  it can be seen that this modication results in an overall increase
of the overtopping discharge of 	  Given this background it seems reasonable
to do further tests of slopes with an elliptic shape in order to determine whether
this is the optimal shape or an even better one can be found
 Concave top of slope
A test series with a concave slope top test series DA has been conducted The
results of these tests are shown in gure 
From gure  it can be seen that introducing the concave slope top reduces
the overall overtopping discharges by more than   This result agrees with
the results reported by Josefson 	
 referred to in section 

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Figure 
  Results of tests with convex top of the slope test series
CA In the upper graph the dimensionless average over
topping discharge Q is plotted as a function of the dimen
sionless crest freeboard R The line represents eq 
 In
the lower graph the results of the tests with convex top of
the slope Q are compared with the corresponding results
of reference test BA Q
ref


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Figure 
  Results of tests with convex top of the slope with a slope
angle    

 
test series CB In the upper graph the
dimensionless average overtopping discharge Q is plotted
as a function of the dimensionless crest freeboard R The
line represents eq 
 In the lower graph the results of
the tests with convex top of the slope with a slope angle  
 

 
Q are compared with the corresponding results of
reference test BA Q
ref

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Figure 
  Results of tests with convex top of the slope with an ellip
tic shape test series CC In the upper graph the dimen
sionless average overtopping discharge Q is plotted as a
function of the dimensionless crest freeboard R The line
represents eq 
 In the lower graph the results of the
tests with convex top of the slope with an elliptic shape
Q are compared with the corresponding results of refer
ence test BA Q
ref

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Figure 
 Results of tests with concave top of the slope test series
DA In the upper graph the dimensionless average over
topping discharge Q is plotted as a function of the dimen
sionless crest freeboard R The line represents eq 
 In
the lower graph the results of the tests with concave top of
the slope Q are compared with the corresponding results
of reference test BA Q
ref


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
 Results of model tests with modications of
the side walls of the slope
In this section the results of the model tests with modications of the slope
prole are presented and analyzed In appendix B the basic results are shown
in gures B to B
 Linear converging guiding walls
A series of tests have been conducted with four dierent layouts of linear con
verging walls test series EA The results of these tests are shown in gure

Figure  shows that a positive eect can be obtained by using linear converging
walls with an opening ratio relatively close to  opening ratios 		 and 
results in an increase in the overall overtopping of  and  
 respectively In
contrast
 smaller opening ratios result in reductions in the overall overtopping
discharge opening ratios of  and 	 result in reductions of  and 

 respectively At this point the converging guiding walls begin to reect the
waves rather than compressing them It therefore seems reasonable to perform
additional tests with opening ratios in the range from  to 
 in order to nd
the optimal opening ratio by testing a slope with linear guiding walls
 Curved converging guiding walls
A series of tests has been conducted with curved converging walls test series
FA The results are shown in gure 
From gure  it can be seen that there is no noticeable eect from using
curved guiding walls instead of linear ones
 Summary of the results from tests with modications
of the slope prole
In order to provide a tool for calculating the average overtopping discharges for
the tested modied slope proles
 a new correction factor 
m
is introduced in
the overtopping expression eq 
 which thus becomes
q

m



d
r

s
p
gH

s
 e
 
R
c
H
s


r

b

h



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Figure 
  Results of tests with linear guiding walls test series EA
In the upper graph the dimensionless average overtopping
discharge Q is plotted as a function of the dimensionless
crest freeboard R The line represents eq 
 In the lower
graph the results of the tests with linear guiding walls Q
are compared with the corresponding results of reference
test BA Q
ref

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Figure 
 Results of tests with curved guiding walls test series FA
In the upper graph the dimensionless average overtopping
discharge Q is plotted as a function of the dimensionless
crest freeboard R The line represents eq 
 In the lower
graph the results of the tests with curved guiding walls Q
are compared with the corresponding results of reference
test BA Q
ref

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The 
m
values for the tested modications are shown in table 
Session name Description 
m
  
BA Horizontal plate 
BA Horizontal plate 
BA Horizontal plate 
BA Reference setup 
CA Convex slope 	
CA Convex slope 
CA Convex slope 	
CB Convex slope
 di angle 
CC Convex slope
 elliptic 	
DA Concave slope 	
EA Linear converging walls 
EA Linear converging walls 
EA Linear converging walls 
EA Linear converging walls 
FA Curved converging walls 
Table 
 Correction factors 
m
to be used in eq 
 
In appendix B
 gures B to B	
 the layouts of the geometries listed in table
 are shown
It should be noted that tests have not been performed with combinations of the
geometries given in table  Thus
 whether or not more than one 
m
can be
applied at the same time has not been tested However
 if more than one 
m
can be applied at the same time
 an increase in the overtopping discharge and
thereby also in the obtained energy of the overtopping water of up to  
could be obtained by applying a horizontal plate BA
 
m
 
 an elliptic
convex slope CC
 
m
 	 and converging side walls EA
 
m
 
 Time dependency of overtopping discharges
In this section an empirical model for time variation of overtopping discharge
is veried through a comparison with two of the tests conducted The motiva
tion for this is that little or no knowledge is presently available regarding the
time variation of overtopping discharge for slope layouts typical of WECs of
the overtopping type It is important to know how the irregular nature of sea
waves inuences the variation of the overtopping discharge% this information is
needed in order to optimize the reservoir size and the control strategy for the
turbines utilizing the energy in the overtopping water
 so that the loss of energy
in reservoir and turbines is minimized

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As seen in chapter  the focus in the literature so far has been on mean overtop
ping discharge for sea defense structures like seawalls
 breakwaters and dikes In
some cases also the probability of an overtopping event
 as well as the distribu
tion of the largest overtopping volumes eg
 the mean overtopping volume from
the  largest overtopping events has also been investigated However
 the
primary objective of these studies has been to investigate extreme overtopping
events for sea defense structures designed to avoid or at least limit the amount
of overtopping Therefore the studies cannot in general be expected to cover the
parameter ranges relevant to WECs
 where the maximum potential energy of
overtopping volumes is generally desired Thus
 in the present study attention is
especially directed to situations with small values of the relative crest freeboard
R smaller than
 say
  The equations given by Van der Meer and Janssen
 have been developed for breakwaters and dikes that typically have larger
values of R see also section  Martinelli and Frigaard a presented
an empirical model for prediction of time variation of overtopping This model
is based on formulae by Van der Meer and Janssen 
 Empirically based model
Martinelli and Frigaards a empirical model for calculating the overtop
ping discharge is based on Van der Meer and Janssens  expression for
probability of overtopping P
ot

P
ot
 e



H
s
R
c
	
 

Furthermore
 the following expression also given by Van der Meer and Janssen
 for the probability P
V
w
of a certain overtopping volume in a wave V
w


given that overtopping occurs
 is used to calculate the volume of an overtopping
wave
P
V
w
  e

V
w
a
	
 

  a  	
qT
m
P
ot
V
w
 	
qT
m
P
ot
ln P
V
w

 


In order to calculate a time series of overtopping volumes
 the following procedure
is used

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  P
ot
is calculated using eq 
  q is calculated using an overtopping formula or
 as in this investigation
 is
simply taken from a model test
  For a chosen number of waves N each assumed to be T
m
long
 the fol
lowing calculations are used
A random number p between  and  is drawn for each wave
If p  P
ot
then V
i
w
is set to 
 else V
i
w
is calculated using eq 
  The obtained series of V
i
w
s V

w
to V
N
w
 is then converted into a discharge
time series q
sim
t in order to enable a comparison with a measured dis
charge time series from the model tests q
meas
t
 
Figure 

 An example of a simulation performed using the empirical
model WDpower
Figure  shows an example of the results of a simulation using the empirical
model implemented in the PC programWDpower utilized in the development of
WD by Jakobsen and Frigaard  Based on such simulations it is possible
to test turbine congurations and control strategies see Madsen and Frigaard


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 Test results and comparison with empirical model
The comparison of the simulated and measured overtopping discharge q
sim
t
and q
meas
t respectively
 is conducted by comparing the results of an analyses
done in the following way for each of the discharge time series
  The discharge time series is divided into N
window
subseries each T
window
long
  For each of the subseries the average discharge values q
i
window
for i  
 N
window
 are obtained
  Each of the values q
i
window
is normalized by the average discharge of the
whole time series q 
q
i
window
q

 and the average which should be  and the
standard deviation of these values are calculated
If the probability distribution of
q
i
window
q
of the two time series is the same
 it
can be concluded that the simulation method is able to predict overtopping time
series for slopes with low freeboards
Two model tests have been selected for the evaluation of the simulation method
The geometry BA is used and the wave situations are characterized by H
s

 and 	 m
 respectively
 both with a T
p
 	 s This results in relative crest
freeboards R   and 
 respectively
For each of the two tests chosen for this analysis
 the comparison is made using
a window size corresponding to
T
window
T
m
  assuming
T
p
T
m
  The results
of this are shown in gure 
Furthermore
 the analyses have been done using dierent values for T
window
for
the test with R   The results of this are shown in gures  and 
R
T
window
T
m
St dev 
q
i
window
q

for q
meas
t
St dev 
q
i
window
q

for q
sim
t
Ratio
    
    
    
   	 
    
    	
Table 
 Standard deviations of
q
i
window
q
i     N
window
 for
q
meas
t and q
sim
t and the ratios between these

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Figure 
 Results for the two tests with R    top and 

bottom The accumulated probability density for
q
i
window
q
is plotted for q
meas
t and q
sim
t respectively
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applied 
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T
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  bottom The accumulated probability den
sity for
q
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window
q
is plotted for q
meas
t and q
sim
t respec
tively
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t respectively
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In table  the standard deviations of
q
i
window
q
i    N
window
 for q
meas
t
and q
sim
t are shown along with the ratio between these From the presented
results the following can be observed
  For the tests with R   and  with
T
window
T
m
  gure  it can
be seen that good agreement between the analysis of q
meas
t and q
sim
t
exists However
 from table 
 it can be seen that for the test with R
  the standard deviation for q
meas
t is   larger than for q
sim
t

whereas for the test with R   the standard deviation for q
meas
t is
  smaller than for q
sim
t For the simulation of overtopping for the
evaluation of turbine conguration
 etc
 in a WEC
 these deviations are
considered acceptable From results of the test with R   and varying
T
window
gures  and  it can be seen that the standard deviation
for q
meas
t is larger     than for q
sim
t for all values of T
window

Thus
 the tendency is in general the same as that seen for
T
window
T
m
 
  For the test with R   and
T
window
T
m
  and  gure  it can be
seen that q
i
window
for a few subseries is negative This supports that the
limit of how small a value of T
window
for which the analysis is reasonable
is approx  waves
  For both q
meas
t and q
sim
t it can be seen from table  that the stan
dard deviation of
q
i
window
q
decreases for increasing T
window


CHAPTER 
Overtopping of Multi Level
Reservoirs
In this chapter the conditions for the study of overtopping of multi level reservoirs
are described First
 the purpose of the model tests conducted is described

followed by an account of the geometric parameters investigated and the sea
states used
 and the model test setup is presented The rst part of the model
tests has been conducted to provide the basis for an expression describing the
vertical distribution of overtopping above a slope Based on the expression found

a numerical study is performed to estimate the eect of using more reservoirs on
the obtained amount of potential energy in the overtopping water
Furthermore
 model tests have been conducted using multi level reservoirs with
a front mounted on each reservoir
 and the results are presented and compared
with previous results
Finally
 model tests with a oating multi level WEC are presented
 and the eect
of adjusting the crest freeboard to the sea states is studied
  Background and purpose
Preliminary investigations of the WEC PP showed that a considerable increase
in energy from the overtopping water could be obtained by using reservoirs at
multiple levels
 Kofoed and Frigaard a The rst version of the PP is
presented in gure 
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Figure   The rst version of the Power Pyramid in action
Based on the results found by Kofoed and Frigaard a
 is was decided to
investigate the PP concept further The primary aim of the investigations has
been to quantify the eect of using more reservoirs and to optimize the geometric
layout of the structure so the maximum captured energy is obtained
The investigations have been divided into four stages
  Establishing an expression describing the vertical distribution of overtop
ping over a slope
  Optimization of number and vertical placement of reservoirs
  Optimization of horizontal placement of reservoirs and reservoir front geo
metries
  Performance of oating WEC with multi level reservoirs
The rst and third stages involve model tests conducted using a xed structure

as described in the next section The second stage is conducted numerically

using the results from the rst stage The last stage involves model tests using
a oating model
 Geometries tested
All of the geometries in the model tests use an overtopping slope with the angle
  
 

	
 GEOMETRIES TESTED
The geometries tested in a xed model test setup are described in this section
corresponding pictures and drawings of the geometries are shown in appendix
C The conditions for the model tests performed with the oating model are
provided in section 
 Tests with  reservoirs no fronts
The rst part of the model tests involves 	 reservoirs without fronts mounted on
them A total of  series of model tests  tests in total have been performed

each series consisting of  tests as shown in section 
The geometric parameters describing the setup in each of the test series are
shown in table  R
c 
denotes the crest freeboard of the lowest of the reservoirs
reservoir 
Test series d m d
r
m R
c 
m
A  	 
A   
A 	  
B 	  
Table   Tested parameters for the model setup with  reservoirs no
fronts
All these model tests are conducted with a vertical distance between the individ
ual reservoirs z   m Thus
 the crest freeboard of the individual reservoirs
is given by R
c n
 R
c 
$ n  z
 when z is constant This is the case in
all the model tests conducted
The principal layout of the geometries tested is shown in gure 
 as well as
the geometric parameters describing it
 Tests with  reservoirs no fronts
A total of  series of model tests  tests in total have been conducted using
 reservoirs without fronts mounted on them These  series have all been
performed with z   m
 d  
 d
r
  and R
c 
  m The purpose
of the  series of tests has been to study the eect of varying the horizontal
placement of the reservoirs The variation of geometric parameters for the 
series of tests is shown in table  in terms of horizontal distance from the line
dened by the slope and crest of the reservoirs n
 h
w n


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MWL
Rc,n
Reservoir 1
d
dr

qn
z Reservoir 8
Reservoir n
Figure  Geometric parameters used for multi level reservoirs
Withdrawal Test series h
w  
h
w 
h
w 
 C   	
Linear  C   
 C   
 C   	
 C   	
 C	   	
Progressive  C   	
 C  	 
 C   
Table  Tested parameters for the model setup with  reservoirs no
fronts

 GEOMETRIES TESTED
In gure  the principal layout of the tested geometries is shown as well as the
geometric parameter describing it
MWL
hw,n

Reservoir n
Figure 
 Denition of the geometric parameter h
wn
 horizontal dis
tance from the line dened by the slope and crest of the
reservoirs n
In table  the series of tests is divided in two In the rst part the horizontal
distance from the line dened by the slope and crest of the reservoirs is dened
by a linear withdrawal of the reservoirs This means h
w n
increases linearly
relative to the reservoir number
 eg
 h
w 
 h
w 
$  m  	 m In
the second part the horizontal distance from the line dened by the slope and
crest of the reservoirs is dened by a progressive withdrawal of the reservoirs
This means h
w n
increases progressively relative to the reservoir number
 eg

h
w 
 h
w 
$    m   m
Negative values of the withdrawal thus result in horizontal positions of the reser
voir crest in front of the line dened by the slope
 Tests with  reservoirs with fronts
A total of  series of model tests 	 tests in total have been conducted with 
reservoirs with fronts mounted on them The rst  series has been conducted
with the geometric parameters shown table 
 where the horizontal opening
between reservoir m and n is denoted h
l n m
and the angle of the nth reservoir
front is denoted 	
n

 see also gure  The purpose of these  series of tests
has been to study the eect of varying the horizontal placement of the reservoirs
with fronts mounted on them

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Test series R
c 
m z m h
l n m
m 	
n

 

D    
D    
D    
E    
E    
E   	 
E    
E    
E   	 
E    
E	    
E   	 
Table 
 Tested parameters for the model setup with  reservoirs with
fronts tests D   E
MWL
hc m,n

n
hl m,n Reservoir n
Reservoir m
Figure  Denition of the geometric parameter h
l mn
 horizontal
opening between reservoir m and n and 
n
 angle of the
n	th reservoir front

 SEA STATES USED IN MODEL TESTS
The second part of the tests using  reservoirs with fronts mounted on them is
conducted with geometrical setups chosen to nd an optimal conguration based
on the results of previous tests These geometries are more complex than the
previous ones
 and are dened by the parameters presented in table 
Test series R
c 
z h
l   
h
l   
h
l  
	
 
	

	

m m m m m 
 
 
 
 
 

F        
F        
F        
F        
Table  Tested parameters for the model setup with  reservoirs with
fronts tests F   F
Drawings and pictures of these  geometries can be seen in appendix C
 gures
C to C
 Sea states used in model tests
The current study focuses on the performance of the structures tested in terms
of the average amount of energy obtained from the overtopping water over a
longer period of time eg
 a year in Danish waters Therefore
 the structures
have been subjected to wave conditions representing average sea states in the
Danish part of the North Sea These sea states are shown in table 
 along
with their probability of occurrence P
occur
and their energy contents P
wave

H
s
m T
p
s P
occur
 P
wave
kWm
  	 
   
 	 	 
 	  
   
Table  Sea states typical of the Danish part of the North Sea The
probability and power ux for each of the sea states are pro
vided The shown sea states cover   of the time
The data shown in table  are slightly dierent from those in table 
 section
 This is due to updates made to Blgekraftudvalgets Sekretariat 
made in  The average wave energy available on a yearly basis
 based on
table 
 is P
wave
  kWm
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The model tests have been conducted using irregular D waves generated from
the parameterized JONSWAP spectrum
 as shown in eq  Each of the tests
conducted consists of    irregular waves
 depending on wave periods

corresponding to a little under  hours  min in model scale In the model
tests conducted each of the tested geometries has been subjected to the  sea
states shown in table  The ve tests of this kind are referred to as a series
of tests
 Model test setup
In order conduct model tests with the described geometries
 a exible model
setup was designed The design of the model setup allowed for moving the
deployed reservoirs around in order to enable testing of the various geometries
within a limited time frame The model was set up in a  x  m wave ume
using a water depth of approx  m
 model scale at the Hydraulics   Coastal
Engineering Laboratory
 AAU
 using a length scale of  The layout of the
model test setup is shown in gure 
 along with photos from the setup
The test section is placed between two guide walls This part of the setup
occupied only one third of the ume width The test section can hold up to 	
overtopping reservoirs Each reservoir is connected by a exible hose to a tank
behind the test section
 where the amount of overtopping water is measured The
wave condition to which the section is subjected is measured by wave gauges in
front of the test section between the guide walls
 Wave measurements
The wave measuring system consists of an array of wave gauges The array
comprises of  wave gauges of the resistance type placed on the center line of the
ume The gauges are placed at a distance of  m between gauges  and 

 m between gauges  and 
 and  m between gauges  and 
Placing  gauges at the chosen distances enables separation of incident and
reected irregular waves for the wave conditions used The separation of incident
and reected irregular waves here relies on the method developed by Funke and
Mansard  which uses  gauges at a time Which  of the  gauges are used
depends on the wave conditions
The method developed by Funke and Mansard  provides the frequency
domain parameters as the wave peak period T
p
and the spectral estimate of the
signicant wave height H
m


 MODEL TEST SETUP
Figure  Drawings and photos of the model test setup as constructed
in the wave ume Top Plan view Middle Cross sec
tion A  A and B  B Measures are in mm model scale
Bottom left Model test setup before the ume is lled with
water Bottom right The model in action

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In further analysis of the overtopping discharge
 the spectral estimate of the
signicant wave height H
m
found from the frequency domain analysis is used
instead of H
s

 Overtopping measurements
The overtopping measuring system deployed in the current model test setup is
similar to the one used in the tests described in the previous chapter
 except that
here 	 tanks are used simultaneously
 see gure  In the current test setup

there is a longer way for the overtopping water to travel before it ends up in
the tank where it is measured than was the case in the test setup described in
the previous chapter However
 in the current study only average overtopping
discharges are of interest and therefore this does not constitutes a problem
Figure  Tanks used for measuring overtopping of the  reservoirs
with pumps and level gauges mounted
 Comparison of test results with results for
single level reservoir
Before analyzing the test results further
 it is essential to ensure consistency
between the various model tests This necessitates comparing the results of
the model tests conducted using the xed structure in the wave ume with

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the overtopping expression provided in the previous chapter The measured
overtopping discharge for all the tests conducted with the xed structure has
thus been compared with the overtopping expression provided by eq  For
this purpose the overtopping of all the reservoirs has been summed up and related
to the crest freeboard of the lowest reservoir The results are shown in gure
 The overtopping discharge is made dimensionless as suggested by eq 
Q 
P
no of res
n
q
n

m



d
r

s
p
gH

s

In the current setup 
m
  and 


 
d
r
and 
s
have been calculated according
to the conditions
Likewise
 the crest freeboard is made dimensionless as
R 
R
c 
H
s


r

b

h



where 
r
 
b
 
h
 

  in the current setup
The results of the comparison are provided in gure 
From the gure it can be seen that good agreement is found between the mea
sured data and the predictions provided by eq 
	 Vertical distribution of overtopping
In this section the results from the tests with 	 reservoirs with fronts are used
to establish an expression describing the vertical distribution of the overtopping
above the overtopping slope
 Expression for vertical distribution of overtopping
In Kofoed  an expression for the dimensionless derivative of the overtop
ping discharge with respect to the vertical distance is described as
Q


dq
dz

s

d
r
p
gH
s
 Ae
B
z
H
s

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Eq. 3.7
Figure  Nondimensionalized total overtopping discharge sum of all
reservoirs as a function of dimensionless freeboard com
pared with eq 
 
where
A
z
H
s
 




z
H
s
 	

z
H
s
$  for 	 
z
H
s
 
  
z
H
s

B
z
H
s
 




z
H
s
 	

z
H
s
$  for 	 
z
H
s
 
  
z
H
s

and z is the vertical distance to the MWL
From Kofoed  it can be established that eq  gives a poor prediction of
the overtopping discharge in reservoirs with a conguration signicantly dierent
from the setup used for establishing the expression Kofoed  performed a
numerical calculation of the energy obtained using a reservoir conguration like
C see table  This resulted in an overall hydraulic eciency 
hydr
of 
 dened as

hydr

P

m
P
m
P
m
occur
P

m
P
m
wave
P
m
occur

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m indicates the wave situation referring to table 
 while the result of the
series of tests with C yielded 
hydr
   From a closer comparison of the
calculation and measurements it is obvious that eq  is imperfect because only
the vertical distance to the MWL z is included in the expression
 but not the
crest freeboard of the lowest reservoir the top of the impermeable slope R
c 

In the following an alternative to eq  is established
 based on the same data
material
Dimensional analysis demonstrates that
q
p
gH
 
s
z
H
s
 f


z
H
s
 
R
c 
H
s
 
This can be written as
dq
dz

d
r
p
gH
s
 f
 

z
H
s
 
R
c 
H
s
 	
as it has been assumed that the inuence of the limited draft can be included
using 
d
r
as shown in eq 
By regression analyses using the data from model tests A  B it can be estab
lished that an exponential expression for f
 
as eq  results in a correlation
coecient R
 
 
dq
dz

d
r
p
gH
s
 Ae
B
z
H
s
e
C
R
c
H
s

The coecients A
 B
 and C have been found to be 
  and 
 respec
tively
It should be noted that only data where
z
H
s
  are included in the analysis
This choice was made because the overtopping discharges measured for
z
H
s
 
are very small and there is considerable scatter in these data
 due to diculties
in measuring very small overtopping discharges However
 as the emphasis here
is on the energy obtained in the overtopping water
 and the amount of energy
in water for
z
H
s
  is negligible
 this does not constitute a problem for the
current application
In order to check the performance of eq 
 the expression has been used to
calculate the overtopping discharge in the individual reservoirs in a conguration

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Figure  Comparison of measured and calculated values of Q

for test
series A  to B and C
 Q

is calculated as described in eq

like C and the results are compared with measurements from the model tests
in gures 	 to 
In gure 	 eq  is compared with the data used for the regression analysis
A  B
 and the data included for validation C As expected
 the gure
shows good agreement between the expression and the data set A  B For data
set C there is also good agreement for smaller values of Q

 However
 it seems
as though the expression underestimates the larger values of Q


Figure  shows how eq  predicts the overtopping discharges q
n
for the
individual reservoirs as a function of sea states characterized by H
s
 From the
gure it can be seen
 as from gure 	
 that the overtopping discharge in the
lowest reservoir is underestimated For the other reservoirs
 eq  seems to
give a good prediction of q
n
 However
 when focusing on the energy obtained
from the overtopping water
 errors in the overtopping discharge are of greater
importance the higher the reservoir is placed This is emphasized by gure 
which shows how eq  predicts the energy obtained P
n
for the individual
reservoirs as a function of sea states characterized by H
s

From gure  it can be seen that although the largest errors were found in the
overtopping discharge for the lowest reservoir
 the errors for the higher reservoirs
actually are more important when the focus is on the amount of energy obtained
	
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Figure  Comparison of measured and calculated values of the over
topping discharges for the individual reservoirs q
n
for test
series C
 as a function of the sea states characterized by
H
s

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Figure   Comparison of measured and calculated values of the ob
tained energy in the individual reservoirs P
n
for test series
C
 as a function of the sea states characterized by H
s
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 VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION OF OVERTOPPING
In gure  the hydraulic eciency for each sea state 
ws
dened as
P
P
wave
 is
given as a function of wave condition characterized by H
s

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Figure    Comparison of measured and calculated values of the hy
draulic eciencies 
ws
for test series C
 as a function of
the sea states characterized by H
s

From gure  it can be seen that 
ws
is overestimated in the calculations
based on eq  for all wave conditions However
 gure  shows that this is
not due to a systematic overestimation of the energy obtained in all reservoirs

but to combinations of over and underestimations for dierent reservoirs for
dierent sea states
The overall hydraulic eciency estimated through the calculations is found to be

hydr
   The corresponding value found from the measurements for C is

hydr
  
 whereas the calculation method used by Kofoed  based on
eq  resulted in 
hydr
   It can therefore be concluded
 although there
still is a dierence between calculated and measured values
 that the expression
in eq  describes well the vertical distribution of the overtopping discharge
It is at least a considerable improvement over the expression by Kofoed 
given in eq 
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
 Numerical optimization of number and
vertical placement of reservoirs
The expression describing the vertical distribution of the overtopping over the
slope found in the previous section eq  has been used in a numerical
optimization where the optimal vertical position for reservoir congurations with
 to  reservoirs is established
 Calculation procedure
When calculating the overtopping discharge for the individual reservoir q
n
in a
system with multi level reservoirs
 eq  is used Rewriting eq  results in
dq
dz
 
d
r
p
gH
s
Ae
B
z
H
s
e
C
R
c
H
s

q
m
z

  z
 
 
R
z

z

dq
dz
dz

R
z

z


d
r
p
gH
s
Ae
B
z
H
s
e
C
R
c
H
s
dz
 
d
r
p
gH

s
A
B
e
C
R
c
H
s
e
B
z

H
s
 e
B
z

H
s


where z

and z
 
denote the lower and upper boundary of the reservoir
 respec
tively Generally
 z

 R
c n
and z
 
 R
c n
is used However
 for the top
reservoir z
 
is in principle innite
 but can for practical calculations be set at
some high value
 eg
 two times z


The energy contained in the overtopping water for each level P
n
can thus be
calculated as
P
n
z

  z
 
  q
n
z

  z
 
z


w
g 
For WECs of the overtopping type
 the properties of the turbinesgenerators
used to convert the potential energy in the water in the reservoirs into electrical
energy is of major importance Thus
 these properties can also inuence the
optimal placement of the reservoirs However
 no research has been done on what
turbinesgenerators are suitable for use in the PP project
 and the impact of the
turbinesgenerators is therefore dicult to include In order to at least roughly
include the impact of turbinesgenerators
 a simplied model of the eciency of
the turbinesgenerators has been used in evaluating the reservoir congurations
The simplied turbinegenerator characteristic used in the following is shown in
	
	 NUMERICAL OPTIMIZATION OF NUMBER AND VERTICAL PLACEMENT OF
RESERVOIRS
eq  in terms of the turbinegenerator eciency 
turb
as a function of the
head
 here given as the distance from the MWL
 z in m

turb

 
z

for   z  
 for z  

This turbinegenerator characteristic has been chosen based on the experience
of Madsen and Frigaard 
The total energy for a single wave situation P is calculated as the sum
P H
s
 
no of res
X
n
P
n
z

  z
 

turb
z

 
To evaluate the performance of a setup of reservoirs
 the overall hydraulic e
ciency of the system 
hydr
is calculated as shown in eq 
 Results of optimization
The results of the optimization are shown in table  in terms of the optimal
vertical placements of reservoirs found R
c n
s and the resulting overall hydraulic
eciency 
hydr
for  to  reservoirs
No of reservoirs R
c 
R
c  
R
c 
R
c 
R
c 

hydr

no of res
hydr


hydr
m m m m m    
 	 	 
 	  	 
     
 	     
       
Table  Results of numerical optimization of placement of reservoirs
for dierent numbers of reservoirs
The results in table  are also shown in gure 
From table  and gure  it can be seen that the numerical optimization
indicates that moving from  to  reservoirs results in an increase in 
hydr
of  
However
 it should be noted that using eq  for calculating the performance
of a single level conguration might be carrying things too far By way of
	
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Figure   Graph of data shown in table 
comparison
 an optimization has been performed for a single level reservoir in a
similar manner to that sketched in the previous section In this instance
 though

eq  the expression for overtopping discharge of a single reservoir found in
the previous chapter is used to calculate the overtopping discharge instead of
the integration of eq  given in eq  This results in a 
hydr
 	 
for an optimal R
c 
  m If this is used as reference
 moving from  to 
reservoirs then results in an increase in 
hydr
of  
In general terms the optimization shows that using  or more reservoirs placed
around  m above the MWL with a z  to 	 m depending on the number
of reservoirs results in a 
hydr
around  
 Optimization of reservoir conguration and
front geometry
Model tests have been conducted to determine how the horizontal distance be
tween the reservoirs and the geometry of fronts on reservoirs inuence the amount
of energy obtained At rst the eect of the horizontal distance between the reser
voirs is studied without fronts on the reservoirs Then combinations of various
distances between reservoirs and varied front geometries are studied
	
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 Model tests with varied horizontal distance between
reservoirs
In gure  the results of tests using varying horizontal distance between the
reservoirs without fronts are shown in terms of hydraulic eciency for each wave
condition 
ws
as a function of the sea state The data used for gure  can
be found in table C
 appendix C
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Figure  
 Hydraulic eciency 
ws
given as a function of the sea
state characterized by the signicant wave height H
s
 for
model tests C   C
In gure  the results are presented as overall hydraulic eciencies as a func
tion of the horizontal withdrawal The denition of horizontal withdrawal is
given in section 
 table 
From gure  it can be seen that changing the horizontal placement can
increase 
ws
by   from   for C
 reservoirs on the line dened by the
slope
 to 	  for C
 reservoirs placed in front of the line dened by the slope
However
 as the reservoirs are expected to be equipped with fronts it makes no
sense to have negative withdrawal In that case the fronts would be likely to
cover the entry to the reservoir below
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Figure   Overall hydraulic eciency 
hydr
shown as a function of
the withdrawal as shown in table 
 Model tests with various front geometries
The results of the model tests with various front geometries given in table 
are shown in gures  to 
The results for D  D are shown in gure  The overall hydraulic eciencies

hydr
for D
 D and D are 	
  and  
 respectively
Based on the results of D  D the congurations E  E were selected in
order to investigate more systematically the inuence of the horizontal opening
between the reservoirs h
l m n
and the angle of the fronts of the reservoirs 	
n

The results for E  E are shown in gure  The overall hydraulic eciency

hydr
is given in table 
The results from table  are also presented in gures  and 	
Furthermore
 in gure 
 the overall hydraulic eciency 
hydr
is given as
a function of the horizontal distance between the reservoir crests h
c m n
 The
denition of h
c m n
is also given in gure 
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Test series 
hydr
 h
l n m
m 	
n

 

E 	  
E   
E 	 	 
E   
E   
E  	 
E   
E	   
E  	 
Table  Results of the model tests E   E in terms of overall hy
draulic eciency 
hydr

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Figure  indicates that h
l m n
  m is a reasonable overall value The
gures  to  provides no other obvious conclusions as to what is an optimal
conguration
In order to try to nd an optimal conguration
  dierent congurations have
been tested These congurations were selected based on more detailed studies
of the results of all the tests performed so far all these results can be found in
appendix C In particular
 gure C in appendix C proved valuable in the
evaluation of the test results for E  E
The geometries of these  congurations
 F  F
 are shown in appendix C

gures C to C
The results for F  F are shown in gure 
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Figure  Hydraulic eciency 
ws
shown as a function of the wave
situation characterized by the signicant wave height H
s
for model tests F   F
The overall hydraulic eciencies 
hydr
for F
 F
 F and F are 
 
 
and  
 respectively
In general terms
 the last tests showed that by using  reservoirs equipped with
fronts
 an overall hydraulic eciency 
hydr
of roughly   can be achieved for
a crest freeboard for the lowest reservoir R
c 
around  m

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Kofoed  decided to conduct further testing of a oating model using a
reservoir front conguration similar to F
 except for 	


 which was changed
from 
 
to 
 
 This conguration is referred to in the following as F
mod

Calculations based on eq  resulted in 
hydr
   for a vertical placement
of the reservoirs as used in the tests with  reservoirs without fronts
 R
c 

 m C  C The measurements showed that this was achievable for a
certain horizontal reservoir placement C A similar calculation for a vertical
placement of the reservoirs as used in the tests E  E
 but without the fronts
mounted on the reservoirs
 results in 
hydr
   As 
hydr
was found to
be   for E	
 it appears that mounting fronts on the reservoirs can increase

hydr
by approx  
A numerical optimization of R
c 
with z   m
 as used in the tests E 
E
 but without the fronts mounted on the reservoirs R
c 
constant in the  sea
states but varied in the optimization shows that using R
c 
  m results in

hydr
 	  Adding   for mounting fronts on the reservoirs means that
an 
hydr
around   should be expected
Another similar numerical optimization showed that if R
c 
is not kept constant
and the same for all wave conditions
 but adjusted to the optimal value for each
wave condition
 an 
hydr
  can be obtained The detailed results of the
optimizations are shown in table 	 Adding   for mounting fronts on the
reservoirs means that an 
hydr
around   should be expected
H
s
m R
c 
m P kWm 
ws
  
  	 
 	  
   
 	  
  	 	
Table  Results of the optimization for a vertical placement of the
reservoirs as used in the tests E   E but without the fronts
where R
c
is adjusted to the optimal value for each sea state
 Floating WEC with multi level reservoirs
Based on the model tests carried out using xed structures
 as described in the
previous section
 and drawing on experience from earlier work on the PP project
Kofoed and Frigaard a
 Kofoed  redesigned the PP The results of
the model tests with xed structures were incorporated into the new version of
the PP
 as the front conguration F
mod
is used The new version of the PP is
presented in gure 
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Figure   Drawings showing the redesigned Power Pyramid

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Tests using the oating model of the redesigned PP have been carried out in the
deep water D wave tank at the Hydraulics   Coastal Engineering Laboratory

AAU using a length scale of  Photos of the oating model are shown in
gure 

 Measuring systems
Four systems for measuring waves
 overtopping
 movement and mooring forces
have been deployed in the test setup used with the oating model Wave and
overtopping measuring systems similar to the systems used with the xed struc
ture have been deployed The tanks in the overtopping measuring system have
been placed outside the basin
 and long exible hoses have been used to connect
between model and tanks in order to minimize their inuence on the movement
of the structure
Heave
 pitch and surge movements of the model have been measured using three
noncontact ultrasonic displacement sensors Two vertical sensors measured
heave and pitch
 and a horizontal sensor measured surge The results of the
measurements of heave
 pitch and surge will not be discussed in this work de
tails of this subject can be found in Kofoed  However
 as the model was
oating
 and the water in the reservoirs was not kept at a constant level
 the
waves and the overtopping caused the vertical position of the crest of the reser
voirs to vary over time From the measured heave
 pitch and surge
 the variation
in the vertical position of the crest of the reservoirs has been calculated and
recorded In the analysis of the test results
 the mean value of the recorded time
series of the vertical position has been used as the crest freeboard of the lowest
reservoir R
c 

Also
 the mooring force of the oating model has been measured
 but the results
of these measurements will not be discussed further again
 details of this subject
can be found in Kofoed 

 Test results
The test results reported in this section focus on the energy obtained from the
overtopping water The tests have been carried out in three groups First
 tests
corresponding to F with the xed structure were conducted
 ie
 producing
R
c 
  m Second
 tests were conducted to produce R
c 
  m in order
to observe the eect of altering the R
c 

 while still keeping it constant for all sea
states Finally
 tests were conducted to nd the optimal R
c 
for each sea state
separately

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Figure  Photos of the oating model of the Power Pyramid in calm
water top and in action in irregular waves bottom

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When conducting the tests it was not possible to set the R
c 
to an exact value
prior to each individual test Thus
 when aiming for a certain R
c 
it typically
took some trial and error to reach the target value Therefore
 a larger number
of tests have been performed than at rst seemed necessary a total of  tests
were performed The results of all the tests are given in appendix C
 table
C The results are also shown in gure 
To check that the results are sound
 they are at rst compared with results for
a single level reservoir
Comparison with results for single level reservoir
As for the tests with the xed structure
 the overtopping discharge measured for
the tests conducted with the oating model is compared with the overtopping
expression given by eq  The procedure for comparison is the same as for
the xed structure
 see section  The results of the comparison are shown in
gure 
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Figure 
 Nondimensionalized total overtopping discharge sum of
all reservoirs as a function of dimensionless freeboard
compared with eq 
 
A fair agreement between the total overtopping discharge measured for the oat
ing model and the prediction by eq  can be observed from gure 

although some discrepancies exists
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There are at least two circumstances which can explain these discrepancies As
already touched upon
 R
c 
is not very well dened throughout the tests con
ducted for the oating model
 but is taken as the mean of the vertical position
of the crest As overtopping is a highly nonlinear process
 this might result in
errors Another possible reason for the discrepancy is that the capacity of the
hoses leading from the reservoirs to the tanks outside the basin
 where the over
topping discharges are measured
 had an upper limit Overow of the reservoirs
was for this reason occasionally observed during tests with the largest waves

combined with low crest freeboards This mean that the overtopping discharges
measured under such conditions probably are lower than the actual This is
the most likely reason why results for sea state  with R   fall under the
prediction line
Energy obtained
To compare the performance of the xed and oating model for the conguration
F
mod

 ve tests one for each sea state with a R
c 
as close to  m as possible
have been selected from the data in table C in appendix C also shown in
gure  These are summarized in table 
H
s
Test R
c 

ws
P
occur
P
wave
P Obtyear
m m     kWm kWm MWh
 DBS   	   		
 DBS      	
 DBS   	  	 
 EBS 	    	 
 DBS      		
Total 
Table  Results of tests with the oating model R
c
   m
In table  the total amount of energy obtained from the overtopping water
over a year obtyear is found to be  MWh If this is compared with
the amount of energy available to the WEC 	 MWh
 the overall hydraulic
eciency is found to be 
hydr
 	  This compares very well with the results
of tests F from the xed model setup
 for which 
hydr
  
Then ve tests one for each sea state with a R
c 
as close to  m as possible
are selected from appendix C
 table C These are summarized in table 
In table  the total amount of energy obtained from the overtopping water
over a year obtyear is found to be  MWh This results in an overall
hydraulic eciency of 
hydr
   This is considerably higher than the
	
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Figure  Hydraulic eciency 
ws
shown as a function of the crest
freeboard of the lowest reservoir R
c
for tests with the
oating model The values of R
c
considered the opti
mal for each of the ve sea states are marked with large
circular dots in corresponding colors
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result obtained from F in the xed model setup
 where 
hydr
   for a
R
c 
  m
Finally ve values of R
c 
and 
ws
one for each wave situation are selected
from table C in appendix C Optimal here means the values of R
c 
and 
ws


which seem to represent the R
c 
that results in the highest 
ws

 based on all
the tests conducted with the oating model
 for each wave situation
 taking into
account the scatter present in the data material These estimated values
 also
presented in gure 
 and the resulting performance are summarized in table

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Table    Estimated optimal conditions and the resulting perfor
mance based on tests with the oating model
In table  the total amount of energy obtained from the overtopping water
over a year obtyear is found to be 	 MWh This results in an overall
hydraulic eciency of 
hydr
 	 
 which can be compared with the results
of the calculations in section 	 Those results show that a geometry with
z   m
 fronts mounted resulting in an increase of 
hydr
of   and
R
c 
selected to the optimal value for the individual wave situation
 results in

hydr
  However
 the   relies on extrapolations of measured data and
calculations
 and also the results from table  are estimates
 so the results
may be inaccurate to some degree Nevertheless
 it is reasonable to conclude
that an 
hydr
of     is achievable for a oating WEC with reservoirs at
 levels
 if the oating level crest freeboard is adjusted to the individual wave
situations
When considering the actual output of energy from a WEC of the type tested it
should be realized that the water level in each of the reservoirs cannot continu
ously be kept at the same level as the crests as it is assumed in the calculation
of 
hydr
 There will be signicant periods of time when the crest level and the
water level in the reservoir dier This is due to the fact that if
 on one hand

the turbines are controlled so that the water level is always kept very close to
the crest
 and the reservoir has a limited area
 large overtopping events will re
sult in overow of the reservoir
 leading to loss of energy On the other hand
 if
the turbines are controlled so that the water level in the reservoir is well below

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the crest
 there will be room for the next large overtopping event% however
 as
the water is not kept at the level it reaches when it passes the crest
 but at
a considerably lower level
 a loss of energy also occurs under these conditions
Thus
 it is of paramount importance to control the turbines very accurately
 and
thereby the water level in the reservoirs in order to prevent a too large a loss
of energy This problem can be helped by predicting the overtopping events to
come by measuring the waves in front of the WEC and adjusting the control of
the turbines accordingly
In order to quantify the loss of energy described
 a calculation has been done
in which it has been assumed that the head available for the turbines is not
the dierence between the MWL and the crest level of the reservoir% rather it
is the dierence between the MWL and the water level of the reservoir In the
calculation the distance from the water level in the reservoir and the crest level
has been set to  m
 based on experience from the work done on the WD
project
 see
 for example
 Madsen and Frigaard 
The results of this calculation are given in gure  and table 
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Figure  Hydraulic eciency 
ws
given as a function of the crest
freeboard of the lowest reservoir R
c
for tests with the
oating model In the calculation of 
ws
 
 m is sub
tracted from the R
c
of each reservoir The values of R
c
considered the optimal for each of the  sea states are
marked with large circular dots in corresponding colors

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Table   Estimated optimal conditions and the resulting perfor
mance based on tests with the oating model In the cal
culation of 
ws
 
 m is subtracted from the R
c
of each
reservoir
In table  the total amount of energy obtained from the overtopping water
over a year obtyear is now found to be  MWh This results in an
overall hydraulic eciency of 
hydr
   Thus
 the loss of energy due to
the dierence between the water level in the reservoir and the reservoir crest is
roughly  

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Conclusion
In this chapter conclusions are drawn from the studies conducted
The concept of utilizing wave overtopping in WECs has been described Ex
amples of such devices have been presented It was evident from the existing
knowledge that additional investigations into overtopping of these devices were
needed
Hydraulic model tests have been conducted using varying slope geometries with
single and multi level reservoirs Nonoating
 as well as oating structures

have been used during the tests All tested setups have been subjected to a wide
range of sea states An overtopping discharge measuring device was developed
during the design of the model test This device allows for the measurements of
both small and large overtopping discharges with good resolution
The results of the model tests have been compared with results from the litera
ture A new overtopping expression for nonbreaking waves on smooth imperme
able slopes with a single overtopping reservoir is presented This new expression
is based on an expression given by Van der Meer and Janssen  The origi
nal formula has been modied by application of correction factors to include the
eect of
  Slope angle
  Low relative crest freeboards
  Limited draft
  Various slope shapes and side wall geometries
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With the new expression it is possible to predict overtopping discharges of struc
tures suited for use as part of WECs Therefore
 it also allows for predicting
the amount of energy captured from the overtopping waves Thus
 the new
expression facilitates the design and optimization of WECs of the overtopping
type
The existing empirical model for the time dependency of overtopping discharges

presented by Martinelli and Frigaard a
 has been validated using some of
the test results
Model tests with multiple level reservoirs have been used for establishing an
expression describing the vertical distribution of overtopping discharge above the
slope crest The eect of using reservoirs at multiple levels has been quantied
Furthermore
 the eect of varying the horizontal distance between the reservoirs
and of mounting fronts on the reservoirs has been quantied by model tests
The eect of adjusting the crest freeboard to suit the individual sea states has
been quantied both by means of combining the results of the model tests and the
established expressions
 and by model tests with a oating model of a structure
with multiple level reservoirs
  Single level reservoirs
The correction factor describing eects of the slope angle has been included in
the new overtopping expression This is an extension of the existing overtop
ping expression for nonbreaking waves presented by Van der Meer and Janssen

The model tests have also  closed the gap! between existing investigations for
low crest freeboards The proposed expression allows for the prediction of over
topping discharges for relative crest freeboards down to 
Furthermore
 the new expression also includes the eect of limited draft
 allowing
for the prediction of overtopping discharge for structures with limited draft
 such
as oating structures
A number of slope shapes and side wall layouts have also been tested In terms
of maximizing overtopping
 it is favorable to apply the following layouts
  A horizontal plate at the slope bottom with a length of   of the slope
draft BA
 
m
 
  A convex top of the slope with an elliptic shape CC
 
m
 	
  Linear guiding walls with an opening ratio of 		 EA
 
m
 

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The tests with the convex top of the slope indicate that the slope angle needs
to be increased as the convexity of the slope top is increased geometry CC
resulting in the largest increase of the overall overtopping discharge has a slope
angle of 
 

 and a large part of the slope is convex with an elliptical shape
The estimations given in section  for the tests with linear slopes
 combined
with the results of the tests with modied slopes
 indicate that overall hydraulic
eciency 
hydr
can be     depending on the geometry of the slope and
the side walls if the structure is placed in the Danish part of the North Sea
 Multi level reservoirs
Numerical calculations based on the expression for the vertical distribution of
overtopping discharge have shown that using  or more reservoirs results in an

hydr
near   To obtain this eciency in the Danish part of the North Sea
 the
reservoirs could be positioned at 
  and  m above the MWL However
 a
validation of the established expression revealed a discrepancy of   between
the measured and the calculated 
hydr

Comparisons of tests with and without fronts mounted on the reservoirs indicate
that an increase of 
hydr
of   from 
hydr
   without fronts to 
 with fronts
 tests E	 is achieved by mounting the fronts
By combining numerical calculations using the expression for the vertical distri
bution of overtopping
 and measurements from tests with fronts on the reservoirs

an optimal 
hydr
of   can be achieved If the oating level is adjusted ac
cording to the individual sea state
 an 
hydr
of as high as   can be achieved
Tests with the oating model generally agree reasonably well with the results
from the xed model tests An overall eciency of   was found when the
oating level was optimized for the individual sea states This is slightly lower
than the gure estimated from the tests with the xed model It is reasonable
to conclude that an 
hydr
of     is achievable for a oating WEC with
reservoirs at  levels
 if the oating level and thereby the crest freeboards is
adjusted to the individual sea states
 Further research
The tests of modied slope shapes have disclosed areas where additional test
ing is needed in order to investigate in more detail the positive eects on the
overtopping already found in terms of maximizing the energy content in the

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overtopping discharge It seems that additional tests with horizontal plates at
the slope bottom
 with a convex top of the slope with an elliptic shape
 and with
linear guiding walls with an opening ratio in the range of  to  could lead
to even larger increases in the overall overtopping discharges
An investigation of how a combination of some of the geometries interact
 result
ing in increases of the overtopping discharge
 would also be interesting It would
be interesting to nd out if more than one 
m
can be applied simultaneously

as this would mean that an increase in the overtopping discharge and thereby
also in the energy obtained from the overtopping water of up to   could be
obtained
In order to improve the expression for the vertical overtopping distribution
 tests
should be conducted for a wider range of in particular crest freeboard
 as nu
merical optimization resulted in values considerably larger than the ones used in
the tests on which the expression is based
 Final remarks
Despite some still existing gaps in the general knowledge describing overtopping
of wave energy converters
 it can be concluded that a new
 powerful tool has
been developed for the design of the overtopping slopes on these structures
Using the equations described in the thesis
 it is possible to develop preliminary
designs
 and to improve existing WECs utilizing overtopping The future will
show whether or not this can lead to largescale utilization of wave energy for
power production
A considerable step forward in that direction is being taken in the ongoing project
on the construction and testing of the  nearprototype size! model of the oating
WEC
 the Wave Dragon The model is a  ton oating steel structure with
measuring equipment enabling extensive monitoring of the performance of the
device in real seas
It is expected that the results of this project should be useful for the verica
tion and further development of tools for the prediction of overtopping The
project will also provide valuable practical experience with the operation of a
oating WEC of the overtopping type Thus
 the author is grateful to have the
opportunity to participate in this project

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APPENDIX A
Harmonic Wave Overtopping a
String
The purpose of this appendix is to determine the maximum overtopping volume
of water passing over a string placed in a harmonic regular wave at a point
between the still water level and the amplitude of the wave Furthermore
 the
power present in this overtopping volume of water is calculated and compared
with the total amount of power in the wave
Figure A  Denition sketch

APPENDIX A HARMONIC WAVE OVERTOPPING A STRING
A harmonic regular wave can be expressed as
x  t  a coskx t A
where x  t is the water elevation
 a the wave amplitude
  
 
T
the cyclic
frequency
 T the wave period
 t the time
 k 
 
L

 L the wave length and x the
horizontal coordinate in the direction of the wave
A string is imagined placed at z  z

as shown in gure A Now the ow of
water that is passing over this string at a xed point
 x   on average over
one wave period T 
 qz

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s
 is calculated for a section with the width b in
the direction perpendicular to the wave direction
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where c 
L
T
is the wave velocity
From this overtopping discharge
 the power obtained if the water is captured at
the height of the string as potential energy
 P z

 W
 can be calculated as
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where 
w
 
w
g is the specic weight of water
 
w
is the density of water and g
is the gravity acceleration
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A plot of equation A and A for the following values of parameters a  
m
 T   s
 L  	 m
 d   m
 b   m and 
w
    kgm
 
s
 
 is
shown in gure A
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Figure A Plot of overtopping discharge q and obtained power P z


as a function of the zlevel of the string z

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Now the optimal choice of z
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An attempt to solve equation A for z


 in order to obtain z
max


 leads to a
recursive equation
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A numerical evaluation of equation A shows two possible solutions
 namely
z
max

 a and z
max

 a Obviously
 the rst solution is trivial and of no
interest
 while the second is relevant to the solution of the problem
Using this value of z
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
the maximum power that can be obtained
 P
max

 is
determined by insertion into equation A
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Finally
 the ratio between P
max
and the power that is moving through a vertical
cross section of the water column
 perpendicular to the wave direction with the
width b
 P
wave

 can be calculated This ratio is referred to below as the eciency
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where d is the water depth
Using A for shallow water shows that the eciency in this case is   

while for deep water it is   
The variation in the nondimensionalized mean power
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is shown in gure A
If
 instead of capturing the water at the level of the string
 each innitesimal
volume of water over z  z

is captured at the level it reaches
 the mean power
obtained is
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P obtain its maximum value for z

  and
 thus
 the maximum obtainable
power P
max
for this case becomes
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The eciency for this case then becomes
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P
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Thus
 the eciency in deep water becomes   and in shallow water  
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APPENDIX B
Results   Overtopping Discharges
with Single Level Reservoir
In the following pages the results of the model tests conducted are presented
in terms of nondimensional average overtopping discharges Q dened as Q 
q
p
gH
 
m
 as a function of dimensionless crest freeboard R dened as R
c
H
m


where H
m
is the incident signicant wave height
The dimensions given in this appendix are all in model scale
The data provided are also accessible on CDROM
B  Linear overtopping slope
In this section results of tests conducted with a linear slope are presented Three
series of tests have been performed with a linear slope geometry
  Varying slope angle 
  Varying crest freeboard R
c

  Varying draft d
r

For the principal layout of the slope and the parameters describing it
 please
refer to gure  in section 
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B Varying slope angle
Test AA01
Slope angle: 20° Draft: 0.162 m Crest freeboard: 0.077 m
y = 0.08e-1.95x
R2 = 0.70
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Figure B  Results of tests with test geometry AA 
Test AA02
Slope angle: 30° Draft: 0.166 m Crest freeboard: 0.083 m
y = 0.12e-2.02x
R2 = 0.96
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Figure B Results of tests with test geometry AA
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B  LINEAR OVERTOPPING SLOPE
Test AA03
Slope angle: 40° Draft: 0.162 m Crest freeboard: 0.086 m
y = 0.12e-2.33x
R2 = 0.99
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Figure B
 Results of tests with test geometry AA
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Test AA04
Slope angle: 50° Draft: 0.162 m Crest freeboard: 0.082 m
y = 0.12e-2.59x
R2 = 0.98
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Figure B Results of tests with test geometry AA
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Test AA05
Slope angle: 60° Draft: 0.123 m Crest freeboard: 0.081 m
y = 0,12e-2,66x
R2 = 0,98
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Figure B Results of tests with test geometry AA
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B Varying crest freeboard
AB01
Slope angle: 40° Draft: 0.166 m Crest freeboard: 0.021 m
y = 0.10e-1.97x
R2 = 0.94
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Figure B Results of tests with test geometry AB 
AB02
Slope angle: 40° Draft: 0.166 m Crest freeboard: 0.052 m
y = 0.11e-1.98x
R2 = 0.98
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Figure B Results of tests with test geometry AB
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AB03
Slope angle: 40° Draft: 0.163 m Crest freeboard: 0.098 m
y = 0.14e-2.47x
R2 = 0.96
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Figure B Results of tests with test geometry AB
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AB04
Slope angle: 40° Draft: 0.167 m Crest freeboard: 0.142 m
y = 0.11e-2.00x
R2 = 0.97
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Figure B Results of tests with test geometry AB
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B  LINEAR OVERTOPPING SLOPE
B Varying draft
AC01
Slope angle: 40° Draft: 0.100 m Crest freeboard: 0.087 m
y = 0.07e-1.95x
R2 = 0.90
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Figure B  Results of tests with test geometry AC 
AC02
Slope angle: 40° Draft: 0.243 m Crest freeboard: 0.087 m
y = 0.14e-2.28x
R2 = 0.98
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Figure B   Results of tests with test geometry AC
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AC03
Slope angle: 40° Draft: 0.358 m Crest freeboard: 0.087 m
y = 0.14e-2.06x
R2 = 0.99
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Figure B  Results of tests with test geometry AC
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AC04
Slope angle: 40° Draft: 0.500 m Crest freeboard: 0.087 m
y = 0.15e-2.22x
R2 = 0.99
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Figure B 
 Results of tests with test geometry AC
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B MODIFICATIONS OF THE SLOPE PROFILE
B Modications of the slope prole
In this section results of tests conducted with modications of the slope prole
geometry are presented First
 results of a test series with a reference geometry
linear slope
 principal layout as shown in gure 
 section  are presented
These are used to evaluate the tested modications The tested modications
are
  Horizontal plate at slope bottom
  Convex top of slope
  Concave top of slope
B Reference geometry
Test BA04
Basic setup, linear ramp, no modifications
Slope angle: 30° Draft: 0.200 m Crest freeboard: 0.050 m
y = 0.10e-1.93x
R2 = 0.92
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Figure B  Results of tests with test geometry BA
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B Horizontal plate at slope bottom
Figure B  The geometry of the slope in the BA  tests Measures
are in cm
Test BA01
Horizontal plate at ramp bottom: 0.100 m
Slope angle: 30° Draft: 0.200 m Crest freeboard: 0.050 m
y = 0.09e-1.77x
R2 = 0.95
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Figure B  Results of tests with test geometry BA 
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Figure B  The geometry of the slope in the BA tests Measures
are in cm
Test BA02
Horizontal plate at ramp bottom: 0.050 m
Slope angle: 30° Draft: 0.200 m Crest freeboard: 0.050 m
  y = 0.10e-1.80x
R2 = 0.92
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Figure B  Results of tests with test geometry BA
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Figure B  The geometry of the slope in the BA
 tests Measures
are in cm
Test BA03
Horizontal plate at ramp bottom: 0.025 m
Slope angle: 30° Draft: 0.200 m Crest freeboard: 0.050 m
y = 0.10e-2.23x
R2 = 0.92
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Figure B Results of tests with test geometry BA

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B Convex top of slope
Figure B  The geometry of the slope in the CA  tests Measures
are in cm
Test CA01
Convex ramp Curve radius: 0.375 m Sector of circle: 28°
Slope angle: 30° Draft: 0.200 m Crest freeboard: 0.050 m
y = 0.10e-1.91x
R2 = 0.88
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Figure B Results of tests with test geometry CA 
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Figure B
 The geometry of the slope in the CA tests Measures
are in cm
Test CA02
Convex ramp Curve radius: 0.751 m Sector of circle: 28°
Slope angle: 30° Draft: 0.200 m Crest freeboard: 0.050 m
    y = 0.08e-1.59x
R2 = 0.83
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Figure B Results of tests with test geometry CA
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Figure B The geometry of the slope in the CA
 tests Measures
are in cm
Test CA03
Convex ramp Curve radius: 1.126 m Sector of circle: 28°
Slope angle: 30° Draft: 0.200 m Crest freeboard: 0.050 m
y = 0.07e-1.57x
R2 = 0.78
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Figure B Results of tests with test geometry CA

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Figure B The geometry of the slope in the CB  tests Measures
are in cm
Test CB01
Convex ramp Curve radius: 0.559 m Sector of circle: 31°
Slope angle: 35° Draft: 0.200 m Crest freeboard: 0.050 m
y = 0.09e-1.53x
R2 = 0.77
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Figure B Results of tests with test geometry CB 
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Figure B The geometry of the slope in the CC  tests Measures
are in cm
Test CC01
Convex ramp, elliptic
Slope angle: 45° Draft: 0.200 m Crest freeboard: 0.050 m
y = 0.09e-1.59x
R2 = 0.93
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Figure B
 Results of tests with test geometry CC 
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B Concave top of slope
Figure B
  The geometry of the slope in the DA  tests Measures
are in cm
Test DA01
Concave ramp Curve radius: 0.273 m Sector of circle: 30°
Slope angle: 30° Draft: 0.200 m Crest freeboard: 0.050 m
   y = 0.11e-2.28x
R2 = 0.95
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Figure B
 Results of tests with test geometry DA 
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B Modications of the side walls of the slope
In this section results of tests performed with modications of the side walls of
the slope are presented The tested modications are
  Linear converging guiding walls
  Curved converging guiding walls
B Linear converging guiding walls

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Figure B

 The geometry of the slope in the EA  to EA tests
Measures are in m

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Test EA01
Linear converging guiding walls, opening ratio: 0.848
Slope angle: 30° Draft: 0.200 m Crest freeboard: 0.050 m
y = 0.10e-1.49x
R2 = 0.90
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Figure B
 Results of tests with test geometry EA 
Test EA02
Linear converging guiding walls, opening ratio: 0.696
Slope angle: 30° Draft: 0.200 m Crest freeboard: 0.050 m
y = 0.08e-1.42x
R2 = 0.88
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Figure B
 Results of tests with test geometry EA
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Test EA03
Linear converging guiding walls, opening ratio: 0.536
Slope angle: 30° Draft: 0.200 m Crest freeboard: 0.050 m
y = 0.07e-1.18x
R2 = 0.89
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Figure B
 Results of tests with test geometry EA

Test EA04
Linear converging guiding walls, opening ratio: 0.368
Slope angle: 30° Draft: 0.200 m Crest freeboard: 0.050 m
y = 0.05e-1.10x
R2 = 0.92
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Figure B
 Results of tests with test geometry EA
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B Curved converging guiding walls
Figure B
 The shape the of curved converging guiding walls hori
zontal projection for geometry FA Measure is in m
Test FA02
Curved converging guiding walls
Opening ratio: 0.696 Large radius in ellipse: 0.095 m
Slope angle: 30° Draft: 0.200 m Crest freeboard: 0.050 m
y = 0.08e-1.35x
R2 = 0.87
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Figure B
 Results of tests with test geometry FA
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APPENDIX C
Results   Overtopping Discharges
with Multi Level Reservoirs
In the following pages the geometries for multi level reservoirs are shown through
gures and pictures Additionally
 the results of the model tests conducted are
presented in tables in terms of overtopping discharges q
n
and amount of captured
energy P
n
for the individual reservoirs
 as well as the total amount of captured
energy P and hydraulic eciency 
hydr
 All results have been scaled up to
prototype values
The data provided are also accessible on CDROM
C  Vertical distribution of overtopping discharge
The geometries of the tested models
 on which the expression for the vertical dis
tribution of overtopping is based
 are equipped with 	 reservoirs without fronts
The congurations are shown in table 
 section  A photo from the 	
reservoir setup is shown in gure C
The results from the model tests A  B are given in table C

APPENDIX C RESULTS  OVERTOPPING DISCHARGES WITH MULTI LEVEL
RESERVOIRS
C Varied horizontal distance between reservoirs
no fronts
The geometries of the tested models with varying horizontal distance between
reservoirs without fronts are shown in table 
 section  Examples of the
geometries are shown in gures C and C
The results of the model tests are presented in section 	 in terms of graphs

gures  and  In table C the data from the model tests are shown
C Various front geometries
The geometries of the tested models with varying horizontal distance between
reservoirs and front angles are shown in table 
 section  Photos of selected
geometries are shown in gures C and C
The results of the model tests are presented in section 	 in terms of graphs
In table C the data from model tests D to D are shown Corresponding
graphs can be found in gure 
 section 	
In table C the data from model tests E to E are shown Corresponding
graphs can be found in gures  to 
 section 	
Model test have also been conducted using  selected geometries with  levels of
reservoirs
 all of them with fronts The geometries of these models are shown in
section  Furthermore
 the geometries are shown in gures C to C
In table C the data from model tests F to F are shown Corresponding
graphs can be found in gure 
 section 	

C VARIOUS FRONT GEOMETRIES
Figure C  Photo of model test setup A 
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Table C  Results of model tests A   B with  reservoirs without
fronts

C VARIOUS FRONT GEOMETRIES
Figure C Drawing top and photo bottom of model test setup C 
model scale Measures are in cm

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Table C Results of model tests C   C with varying horizontal dis
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C VARIOUS FRONT GEOMETRIES
Figure C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 left to right
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 with fronts
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Table C Results of model tests E   E with varying horizontal dis
tance between the reservoirs and varying font angles
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Figure C Power obtained as potential energy in individual reservoirs
P
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given as a function of the wave situation characterized
by the signicant wave height H
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 Results of model tests F   F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Figure C 
 Power obtained as potential energy in individual reser
voirs P
n
given as a function of the wave situation char
acterized by the signicant wave height H
s
for model tests
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APPENDIX C RESULTS  OVERTOPPING DISCHARGES WITH MULTI LEVEL
RESERVOIRS
C Floating model
Tests have been performed with a oating model with a front geometry like
F
mod
 The oating model is further described in section  The results of the
tests with the oating model are described in table C

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Table C Results of tests with the oating model
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